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fr0 m 

A STORY 

FROM 

HER 
IM�GtNAR

Y 

LI FE 

BUS NOTEBOOK 5 

This woman caused much consternation by sitting 0.1 a cross 

faces another of its kind with three or four people on it. 

sitting it looked as though she was mumbling to herself. I 

chris -

her life. She was not yet grey, about forty with a lined face, 

cropped hair, sturdy shoes, warm socks and trousers and a pink 

makes me think she was a writer was, first of all, the cared-for 1� 

typewriter which she had on her lap held closest to .her body with 

large all-purpose bag on her knees. And the talking to herself - t· 

me think that she was a writer too. It was obviously dialogue (rat 

monologue) and when I first noticed her she seemed to 

over it, shaking her head slightly in disapproval and rewriting. 

understand that not so much as a sound was coming from her lips a 

movement was minimal. I was trying to figure out what she would 

a novel I think, but this long spate of dialogue seemed too much. 

she was rewriting very carefully. I admired her for that and for : 

of obsession with her work that made her rehearse her lines on the 

was trying to remember her exact movements so that I could write · 

as soon as I got home - because I couldn't write with the fat lad: 

beside me, and who would no doubt be able to see what I wrote. She 

already ill a� ease. 
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writer is causing all sorts of upsets. Perhaps she is not a novelist at 

-· I deduce that she is a Playwright - the argument scene is coming up, 

-- the movement of her head and the movement of her lips becomes more 

:iceable. Is there a disease of which this urge to be a public bus play

_·ght is a symptom? Increasingly I think so, as the argument scene 

_ gresses. The third person from the side seat facing her moves away and 

er place is taken by someone who does not suspect. 

ave to be careful now as this twitching/turning of the head away from 

enables the writer to see me in the mirror that is formed by the window 

- cing her. I want to know how the play goes and so look around for other 

·� ges of the writer. Suddenly I can see how many there are reflected in 

-�e windows because it is now dalkoutside. My stop comes up, and as I 

-and I can see her in the driver's rear-vision mirror trying to resolve 

• e mute play. 

: -ay thank you to the driver even though he ran over the kerb the stop 

_efore last and many of us looked at each other passing silent tickets of 

isapproval. I looked away from them. 

� S NOTEBOOK 6 

. e next day I read a book .. Esther Harding. 

I 6 a. peMon e.ndowe.d wilh ma.gic. powe/l. p!tophv.iiv.i, a.c.c.Oltding 

:to :the. ma.gic. wa.y o 6 :thinking, J.i he. e.vo k.v.i :tha.t whic.h J.i he. 

ha.I.> p!tophv.iie.d, whe.the!l. ,i;t be. good oft e.vil. 

We. a.Jte. 1.iWl. 1.iwa.ye.d by :thi.6 old a.,tt,Ltude. whe.n we. 6 e.e.£ il 

:to be. unluc.k.y :to 1.iuggv.i:t :that 1.iome.thing ma.y go wttong . . .  

a.nd we. c.a.n J.iWi. I ne.e.£ I a. hint on :the. dJte.a.d whic.h wa.J.i 

c.a.uJ.i e.d by :the. wilc.hv.i c.UM e.. 

I note the relationship between Hathor and Isis and also that Hathor 

:s depicted in an ancient stone capital in the southern vestibule of the 

ain building of the University of Sydney. Cow-eared. Shell-eared. The 

stone steps are worn down by staff and students. Girls from the country 
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getting an education, learning to be useful citizens, causing 

in untold male and female psyches. 

BUS NOTEBOOK 7 

We three women at a bus stop. Wait for the 412 perhaps. Just missed: 

has a large gold book 'The treasures of the mountain' from the libra_ 

wonder that they let it out. How much is the book worth? Two hundrec 

dollars perhaps. The third woman is very stylish, squints into the 

woman driving past in an old Jag fixes her make-up. Mascara in her 

Too much kohl she thinks. A train behind us ripping strips off the 

Soon I will go to another city on a fast train - a sleeper. Sleepers 

and below. 

Riding past in the bus I see that the front of the hairdresser's is 

Rebuilding the front wall I suppose as all of it, not just the 

gone. Two women sit inside, their hair in curlers, their heads wrapp 

in turbans. They sit with their feet drawn up and away (against) the 

of the wall as if not wanting to get their feet wet in 

We, in the bus, like tourists observe them - put out for us, 

The hairdresser's patrons put up with this embarrassment and 

because the hairdresser is so good to them. They are pleased that 

thwc. hairdresser. One morning as we drove past in the bus he was 

an elderly lady (with beautiful hair) into a cab. She was very frail 

conserved her energy, directed it to the necessary movements, but 

her cheek up to him and he kissed it. The young man. A gay blade. 

after those women. I have noticed him farewelling this or that clien: 

time to time. · One foot inside the shop and one foot outside the shop. 

on the door. I like him very much although I have never spoken to h·

never been farewelled by him. 
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s.·_- dull on the hill it is hard to know whether it is appropriate 

to the office'. Day or night like a dream sequence where 

is behaving absurdly, coming to school on a holiday. 

to a party. 

_ :  urse Spring. Everything happens in Spring (capitalised and 

the characteristics of spring are - warm sensual aggressive 

the activities of spring - procreating recreation. The 

- - yourself and me. 

not bring out my notebook. I stare out of the window and 

the poetry reading I went to last night. The people. One 

to read. The audience is unable to see him. Fortunate. 

are delivered each just as if they were important and 

This other poet who fears communism. This one how he 

one, the way she uses people as polishing rags, to 

·re gleam. This one, how he must be considered a sort of fattish 

one chin, a wrist on his waist., secretly 

llllll'IP---6- a d redesigning the small details of carpets which always seem 

the same patterns. To occupy myself I think of acronyms. TOT 

e phenomenon. SLK - silly looking kid syndrome. And for poetry: 

candlelight syndrome. And D & M, and D & S, SHC. Deep and 

and Strang. See how clever (I am) syndromes. 

Route 412 which travels from York Street, City, to 

(usually) and back again. The timetable (W304, order 

valid from October 1983, and is, at the time of 

siderably out of date. However: 

The, tJ.mu J.,.ta;te,d in :the. on nle,)Af_ tJ.meta.ble, Me 

tho-oe at whlc..h d ,v., Intended, -oo nM M w.c..um-o.ta.nc..u 
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Terminus 

Dogma 

Nimbus 

STOPS 

pell.mU, .:th.a.t. bu.J.,e/2 1.>houl..d a.Jt.Ju.,ve a.:t, oft 

depa;u: 61tom, .the vaJuoUf., .:teJu1u,1u_. 

Termini 

Termini 

Dogmata 

Termi 

Nimbi (Nimbin?) 

see PUNCTUATION. 

But the authority does not guarantee the departure or arrival of b 

the times stated. 

I speculate about the reasons for having a timetable if 

(a) each stop is a terminus; and 

(b) it is expressly stated that the times buses 

bears no real relation to the printed list o; 

and places. 

I conclude that people like a timetable so that they have somethin6 
absolutely solid and sure to be violated. If there were no timetab 

what subject would we converse with our fellow travellers? I ask r 
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graham jackson 

J B3 JJ:.n�(CJJ � 

_: Governor. " 

at the Union Bar, a beer in his hand, a drunken audience at 

: , ·• someone laughed. 

bastard. " 

you haven't met - Stewie James. " I was urged 

rds him. "Stew, meet Jimmy bloody Governor. His real name's 

smile and handshake were distant; I don't think he saw me. 

e Johnston again gets thumped, OK?" His head slumped. When 

e announced: "Call me Guv. " 

or black bastard, although he was almost as 

t her name as well. She was christened Johanna and hated it. 

tutorial class, doodling variations on 

early days we chatted occasionally, had cups of coffee 

result of which I imagined I was in love with her. We 

_:e .�ung. I can't begin to imagine what we said to each other. 
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Discussed Chaucer, I suppose, or Shakespeare. All I remember is he_ 

jet black and long, down to her waist. 

So: infatuated, barely seventeen, I invited her to the first ball -= 

season. I bought my first dinner suit, learnt to knot my first bo ·:_ 

had my father's old gold studs and cufflinks. Jo presumably wore a� 

evening gown and her hair to her waist. 

I do remember clearly a nervous kiss at the end of the night. Afte� 

it's blank, at least as far as real memories go. We became good fr: 

that's all, and I introduced her to Guv. 

In those days the sexes lived in separate colleges. Had there been 

Jimmy Governors there may've been black and white colleges too. The

position would've been impossible. As it was she was continually i 

trouble as one of the university's first campaigners for women's 

And those rights included mixed residential colleges. 

No doubt her affair with Guv made this issue seem important. Life f .  

lovers in the colleges was certainly difficult then . The only wome_ 

college was Catholic, with iron gates and curfews. Jo was Catholic, 

erratically and choosily, and at the height of her protest she cha· 

herself to the college gates. 

Her confessions at that time, if she made them, must've been hectic. 

made no secret of her relationship with Guv, although he was incli

be reticent. I was getting to know him better through football - �e 

in the same university team - and when we were drunk I was allowed· 

him such questions as: "Getting your end in, you black bastard?" 

Only his friends called him a black bastard and then only because, : 

suspect, he looked so white. I didn't understand that until one 

during a country game deep in the Riverina, when the local boys 

him a nigger. 

Guv exploded. In one inspired burst he broke the opposition fullba 
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s our star goal sneak - and kicked three goals, all in the 

or six minutes. He was also reported and eventually suspend

- :  watches. 

careful about colour, while Guv and Jo learnt their own 

rather too late. 

�egnant early in our second year. I found out about it later, 

It was the sort of confidence neither of them wanted to 

and it was the sort of condition I'd had no experience 

remember it came as an unusual shock - somehow lewd, 

I was concentrating too much on the conception, too 

creation, and when baby Georgina appeared she seemed the 

I should confess that I was still a virgin and over-

wedding. It was held in the campus chapel. Jo's 

were making the best of a bad job, although that had less 

origins than with the extreme youth and condition of the 

Guv's mother, in any case, was as white as her son. He 

the ceremony, other than as a guest, but I was asked to 

the reception after Guv's brother, the best man, became 

ehow I got through it. I still have the pewter tankard 

as a reward for my services. More real than the 

pang of regret I feel whenever I think of that 

make my speech before the main course - river trout, 

and I was so nervous I lost my appetite and returned 

they were Johnstons, but I always thought of them as 

Governor was such an attractive name. At the end of our 

ersity the Governors lived in a flat in town and were 

- J. �g Georgina, or Georgy as she was more commonly known. 
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I still lived in college, but visited them occasionally for a meal. The 

change in Jo was remarkable. Overnight, it seemed, she'd become a 

magazine mum, obsessive and possessive. 

"Hi Stew, "  she'd say whenever I turned up. The baby was always on her r..: 

or breast. "Say hello to Stewie, darling." Then she'd start on me. "Say 

hello to her, Stew. "  

Guv would skulk in the background, neglected. Having done the dirty deec 

as it were, he was being made to suffer. I don't know that Jo went as fa.. 

as that, but in my view there was definitely Catholic torment in the ai� 

"Georgy ready for beddy weddy? " she'd croon. 

Guv squirmed. I don't mean Jo deliberately set out to irritate him, but 

that was the way it sometimes seemed. Nor do I mean to imply that her 

role as the little mother was simply a role; she was a mother quite 

sincerely, if rather too conscientiously. But there were other things -

cutting her hair short, for instance - which suggested a streak of 

penitence she perhaps felt Guv should share. All this, I need hardly 

is pure speculation. 

The facts are these: she devoted herself to Georgy, cut her hair off -

time to comb it properly, she claimed - gave up her studies, and simply 

shrugged when Guv left her. 

The last time I saw him, at the Union Bar, we'd both been drinking heavi: 

I knew he was about to leave town, but didn't know why. 

"My name, " he said, as if that explained everything. 

''Your name? '' 

"Jimmy bloody Governor. " 

"But that's not your name. " 

"Too bloody right it is. " He was hunched over the bar. "She's cut me out. 

chosen the kid. " 

"But . . . " 

"That's the way it goes, eh? Kid's whiter than me, stands to reason. " 

"But Jo doesn't care about colour. You're not coloured anyway. " 

He looked up, almost grinned. 
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- want to be, don't you see? I want to be black. I want to .. . Sometimes 

: want to kill the bloody lot of you. " He did smile then, as he touched 

e on the arm. "All except my mates, of course. You my mate, Stew?" 

***************** 

PIG PEN 

This summer I dream of perspiring, 

side of a wide bed from you, 

naked, 

still, 

and very slowly, 

and spread, 

touching you, 

finger that the humidity permits. 

My body by creeping amounts, 

eclipses yours, 

nolan tyrrell 

on the opposite 

with the lone 

as lust eclipses discomfort, 

and bed becomes bath, 

as we wallow in and around each other . . .  

Hoping you feel the same, 

I am yours sincerely, 

Nolan M. Tyrrell 
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I S P V 

I spy, with my little eye, something starting with S. 

(1) Is it vegetable? 

No. 

(2) Is it mineral? 

No. 

(3) An animal? 

Yes. 

( 4) Savage? 

No . 

(1) Is it a person? 

graham jacks 

Yes. (Smfthy l\Xl-6 my bv.it nJue.nd. We. Me.d to f.lhcvte a 6la;t. Shcvte.d 

wome.n, too. He. had a job whe.n I l\Xl-6 u.ne.mploye.d. Saw me. thJwu.gh a bad ;tir .... 

Booze., gll.a,6f.l, eoecune. - he. gave. me. the. lot. Some. 06 owz. 6Jue.ndf.l thought._ 

We!l.e. qu.e.e!l.. We. We!l.e. cunne!te.n.t, I f.lu.ppof.le..) 

( 7 ) It eou.ldn 't be. Smahy, u.nlv.i;., T e.d 'f.l f.l e.ung hJ./2 g hof.lt. Qu.e.e!l. 

eha.p. I f.law tum in Sydne.y. Can.tan, Jungf.l, a6�o: I ke.pt my baek to the. till,,()_ 

Ne.ve!l. u.nd�tood what Te.d f.law in tum. In I cudn't know Te.d l\Xl-6 f.l�gh.t 

Blowe.d i6 I know, theJte.' f.l no one. heJte. f.l�ng w.i.-t.h S. 

12 

(1) Male or female? 

Male. 

(2) In this room? 

Not yet. 



(2)Wha,t -00/t:l 06 a me. ,L6 .thiU? I wcw going .to -0ay Smdhy, Te.d'-6 

;iiJ,,Jay-6 .tluc.k.y, but .tha.nk. God Smdhy'-6 in gaol in Sydne.y. I ne.ve.11. uk.e.d him, 

e .took Te.d awa.y 6nom me.. Te.d wouldn't be.ue.ve. .tha,t, but whe.n we. we.11.e. 

'-i..na.1.1..y ma.Mie.d I kne.w why Smdhy wcwn' .t .the.11.e.. The.11.e. wcw a le..t.te.11. . • . I 

didn' .t -0how Te.d. Migh.t've. g,lve.n h.w1 dc.hy 6e.e..t, on dc.hy woMe.. Smdhy wcw 

living in Sydne.y wi.;th a bU--6ine.Mman. I've. ne.ve.11. ne.ad any.thing uk.e. d, 

:.::,.1,k. about pe.11.v e.Mio n . . .  

(3) I hate. .thue. ,t;,llly gamu. I.t'-6 obvioU--6ly Smdhy. I'd -6ay -00, 

but .the.n I'd be. d. I.t'-6 c.hllfuh. I W-<.,6h I we.11.e. home.. I WtLo.te. a-6.tony 

1bout Smdhy o nc.e., none. o 6 .the.m ne.ali-6 e.d. He. c.ame. .to my plac.e. a-6 p,U-6 e.d a-6 

: 6a.Jt:l. Te.d wcw out whoning, he. ,t;a,ld, he. WMn '.t ,ln .the. mood. Wome.n we.11.e. a 

�one., he. ,t;a,ld. He. wcw we.d, wan.te.d a c.ha.nge., didn '.t k.now whiU. Uke. a 

�unk.? I Mk.e.d him. He. got .thnou.gh a 6lagon and pa-6-6e.d out on my be.d. I 

{.{llj down buide. him. 

(4) Be more precise, Ted. 

(2) Yes, Ted. 

(4) Is it someone you've invited to the party? 

No. 

(4) Well how the hell do you know he's coming? I'd -6alj d wcw 

rmhy 16 Smdhy wcwn'.t no.t.t,lng ,ln gaol. It mU--6.t've. be.e.n ,t;,lx ye.a.M ago 

- pdy Sue.. Why -0he. ha.d .to ma.My Te.d I '  U ne.ve.11. k.now . • .  I ha.d both 06 

the.m, but Smdhy wcw .the. but. We. playe.d whe.e.lbannow-6 one. night whe.n Te.d 

.·XU out 06 .the. 6la,t. He. c.ame. home. u.ne.xpe.c..te.dly and c.au.gh.t U--6 a,t d. He. 

.•.U-6 j e.aloU--6. Ano.the.11. rug h.t I pne..te.nde.d I wan.te.d .to mak.e. u.p. He. made. a me.-6-6 

6 d uk.e. I k.ne.w he. would. 

I spy, with my little eye, something starting with S. 

(1) Jesus, it's Smithy, when did you get out, mate? 

(3) We thought they'd thrown away the key. 

(2) Why didn't you let us know? 

(4) Smithy dear 

( 1) Blac.k. ba-6.tand. 

( 2) An,,unal. 

(3) Re.pule.. 

(4) You cheated, Ted, your turn again. 

13 
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THE SYSTEM 

The crack in the hallway plastered over. 

Old paint stripped from the doors. 

New paint on the walls. 

A pergola and a fern in the yard. 

The quick sale. 

The new house built 

in a trendy hills town near the city. 

We'll make a packet, he says. 

Rip off some gullible bumpkin. 

And he does. 

You've got to beat them 

at their own game, 

beat the system, he farewells 

on his way to another state, 

a hobby-farm with possibilities. 

In two years he'll be in Darwin 

soaking in the underground economy. 

Then Melbourne or Sydney a while 

before the grand return. 

The hair shorter at each stage, 

the ambitions sharper, 

the clothes greyer, 

beating the system. 

steve eva::_ 



antonella sella 

�: was raining quietly and he lifted his head to smell. He felt the rest

essness kneading his insides. It will be resolved. He said it again. 

e took short steps, putting his fists deep into his coat. He tried to 

=ight off the need to curl up in his own hand and hide there, safe in his 

cket. He closed his eyes and began to take long, slow strides, tensing 

:s body, making his legs stiff to absorb the impact of collision . 

.. e began to run, his hands in his pockets, his eyes closed, trying to feel 

-is fall. He could smell the concrete sailing closer to his face, the 

:angle of wet darkness and city. He closed his eyes tighter and set his 

-outh. It would come. The resolution. The smash on the footpath. His face 

5rating to pulp on the gravel, his shoulders hitting without arms, his ribs 

�racking open, his heart plopping out. An exposed heart in the rainy 

�utter. He stopped in terror, and opened his eyes. 

�e stood on the deserted path. A branch dribbled onto his head and he 

aited to feel the shiver before he moved on. He wished there was someone 

-here he could touch. He smiled. 

'\nat do you want?" 

"i\nat you promised. 11 
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He dug his hands into his pockets again and pulled his elbows in close : 

his body. He stopped at the lights. There was no traffic but .he stood· 

waiting. The lights changed and he walked across the street, keeping h·: 

head down, watching the pattern of his feet walking walking. 

"Hello. " 

"Hello. " 

"Come in. I didn't know you were back. " 

"I got in this morning. " 

"How are you?" 
II all right. " 

"You look cold. Come in. " 

"I'm sorry it's late. " 

"No, don't go. We're just having coffee. " 

"No . . .  another time. " 

"Come in . . .  I've just finished work. " 

"No . .  . I ' 11 go . " 

He leaned back against the fence and lit a cigarette. He took two deep 

and held it up so he could watch the ember spit. He hesitated. He puff_ 

again to stop it going out and walked on, hunching his shoulders and p 

ing the collar of his coat up. 

People. There'd be people around. Maybe a lover. He took a breath of ai: 

He could see the restaurant from the corner, and her dark figure moving 

around the empty tables. He watched her bobbing up and down as she clea

the menus and put them under her arm. He touched the cigarette with the -

of his tongue. 

He saw himself standing in the corner of the restaurant. It would be fi:_ 

with people but she would see him instantly and she would put her plate: 

down and say his name to herself. People would want their food but she 

ignore them. She would put her arms around him and he would dissolve in: 

the sweetness of her recognition. 

He opened his eyes suddenly and tried to focus. He quickly moved out of 

light. Still trembling, he jwnped the low fence and crouched there in a 
16 



: all garden to watch for her. He was terrified she would see him. With 

�e uncertain look he would become another spot on the pavement, indiscern

-�le in the rain . 

.: .. e collected her pay, said a few words to Ned, smiled, picked up her bag 

nd opened the door to let herself out. 

- e stood for a second on the edge of the footpath and looked up at the 

- in. Her eyes were very tired. She pushed her long hair back, put her 

_ag on her shoulder, and began to walk home. 

e looked after her hungrily. Accusing her. Begging forgiveness. She had 

� ne this. She had done this. Promises. 

-e pushed the branch aside and watched until he saw the hem of her black 

��ess slip around the corner. He sighed. The rain followed her. The night 

- llowed her. He saw a perfect arc of watery light sweep around the 

rner, leaving him standing there, dry and alone. The precision dazzled 

;n. 

Jiat do you want?" 

ove. " It sounded diabolically foolish. 

ake it. " 

how?" 

�e panic grew inside him. He jumped the fence and ran across the street 

-o the restaurant. He caught a glimpse of himself in the window, running 

-ast, but he couldn't place the image. It appeared to be himself. He 

::opped to look. The movement had no shape. 

It's a risk. " 

rpose drained out of him. He stood limp, leaning with the slight wind. He 

:at on the pavement to steady himself. 

t smells like oblivion. " 

'I know. " 

.:· e always knew. She knew everything. He felt weak. 

'm afraid this love is just another ghost. " 

t brought you here. " 

17 



He shook his head and wrapped his arms around his body to stop himself 

vanishing into the night for want of understanding. 

He felt the rain again and an ache somewhere. 

"Ghosts, " he said. He �pened his hand and the ache spread to his finge~ 

"What if we fail?" 

He stood up quickly. He swivelled on his feet to find his balance, ther. 

carried himself around her corner. He moved fast and aeliberately, his 

flapping open as he ran. 

"I'm not a ghost, " he heard her say faintly. "My love will sustain you. 

Her voice was a tiny cry, swelling through the buildings and the sky. 

The gate of her house approached. The lights were on. He stopped, pant� 

from the sprint, and shook himself down. 

He heard the cups tinkling and the hot steam rising through the air. 

heard the others talking and drinking. 

nr feel like an idiot. " 

"Corne inside. " 

"What if we fail. " 

"We won't fail, " she smiled. 

And he saw the last drop of his courage drown. 

He felt his clothes melting away into puddles. His heart grow numb. He · 

her lovely face and looked at her, trying to see what made her so sure. 

only saw her weariness. And a shameless longing that flew like 

into his stomach. He shuddered with cold. 

He unlocked the gate and swung there silently. He closed his eyes and 

rocked himself until her coffee had been drunk and the lights went out. 

18 



THE 
W VIE nora dugon 

- is a high, flat place. There should be a good view, but it is too misty; 

<ere is no view from the plateau today. The man with me moves away. I 

-_ink he is my husband, but I can't see him clearly. 

-:-here is nothing to see, " he says. 

-:ouds float down around us. I am afraid. My companion seems to melt away. 

no was he? Who am I? My person, my existence fluctuates in time out of 

�equence. I can't see the view! I would scream, but I can't. Then, suddenly 

�•m awake. The fear follows me. I listen: there is nothing but silence. I 

alone, and there is nothing but de.ad �ilenQe. Curling down into a womb 

� blankets I feel safer. I shall sleep in the silent womb. 

= awake in the morning, and the dream is still with me. Wish I didn't have 

-o get up. Wish I could go on dreaming. Shutting my eyes tightly I draw the 

silence in around me. Suddenly it is torn away by the anger in the hall 

utside my door. What the hell is happening? Rising I find my daughter 

dripping wet and draped in towels. 

That fucking shower's done it again!" 

",mat? " 

'. o hot water!" 

·. ot again!" 

:ow I'm fully awake in the world of failures. 

'I'll have to get a plumber, I suppose, and he'll charge the earth just to 
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walk in the door. " 

Pam, my daughter, snarls, "Let him come through the window! Or down the 

chimney!" 

She drips back to her room. 

"Nothing ever works in this fucking place!" 

Why such language? Why the aggression? What can I do? Anyway, first thin; 

in the morning is not the time to face your problems. The shower water 

isn't too bad: tepid, not cold. No time to luxuriate in hot showers. Get 

dressed. Prepare breakfast. Rush between bathroom, bedroom and kitchen. 

Cereal, milk, margarine on the table, sliced bread in the pop-up toaster 

"Pammy! Do you want an egg, love?" 

"No thanks!" 

She sounds as if she has a mouthful of something. I have to call her thr� 

times before she appears, gloomily. 

"Hurry up, love! I'm running late!" 

"What about me? I might be running late. " 

"You? Whatever for at this time of day?" 

I wish I could bite back the words. Why must I underline the fact that s 

has no job to go to when I rush off every morning? 

She glares and flops in her chair. 

"You' 11 get a job soon, love. " 

But I wish I sounded more reassuring. And then I look at the way she's 

dressed: like a clown in ugg-boots and too tight faded jeans and too loos 

striped jumper. Why must she go about looking as if she's been recycled 

through Vinnie de Paul's? Does she look like that when she applies for jc_ 

Of course I'm not going to say anything, not at this time of day. I have� 

time for arguments now. I can't afford to be late for work and lose my jc 

No one is supporting me. There's no one for me to lean on. Not since Mar

left: God damn him! 

"What are you doing today?" 

She shrugs, but .doesn't answer. I feel like shaking her or shouting at he_ 

but at this time of the morning I'm not going to make a choice between lo 

confrontation and silent hostility. Let her have it her own way. 

"But you ought to eat something, " I say. 

"Not hungry. " 

Pushing aside her coffee she starts to roll a cigarette. At least I hope 
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_:'s a cigarette. When she lights up I sniff the air suspiciously. All I 

0n smell is burnt toast. Damn that pop-up! It's not popping again! I can 

_ee that nothing is going to work today: particularly not human relation

= ips. 

Christ! Look at the time! I'm going to be late!" 

late, anyway, for reasoned debate. And breakfast time is never the right 

-·�e. If there is ever a right time. I wonder if I dare ask where she's 

_ing today, or what she's doing. 

ing out? " 

:,ere?" 

nywhere. " 

at about her friends? What about CYSS, the library, Adult Education, Yoga 

_asses? Don't Ask! Anyway, is that really much of a choice? And yet I do 

as mothers do. 

ot seeing Keith? " 

e's working. " 

at's good news. " 

e glares and growls, "For the HEC! After all we did for the Franklin!" 

!"':ously I know I'm going to laugh. I make an effort not to, but my voice 

- ··es. 

ell a job's a job, love. You can't have everything. "  

e people are hypocrites," she observes. 

st people are, I think. 

-d some are stupidly prejudiced," I mutter, throwing burnt toast into the 

_-chen-tidy. It's time I wasn't here. 

- have to rush, love. " 

· iss absently. I run down the street, and almost miss the bus. 

-- is a slow bus. I have time to notice it is a pleasant morning. A pale 

_ � shines on the narrow, elegant streets of Hobart. Before I met Martin I 

-=:ted to go and live in Melbourne or Sydney, any of the bigger mainland 

_:�es. I'm glad I didn't. Life can crush you too easily, and nobody cares 

a big city . Not that anyone cares here, but there are fewer people to 

-tle against. The bus lurches, stops and starts, half stalls on the hills, 

rolls round tight corners. Sometimes I catch a glimpse of the mountain 
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with a single cloud on top, and think of the strange dream I had last 

A cold wind is blowing up from the waterfront where I get off the bus. 

&roup of teenage boys and girls are hanging round the arcade, waiting = 

something to happen, or for something to turn up. Or just waiting. I h

past them, these elderly, arrogantly despairing children, as if I owe: 

something I can't pay. And, as usual, I am the last to arrive at the o=

although no one has started work. Everyone is gathered round a table : 

with mugs of instant coffee and tea bags. One g,<,,ti£ is telling the othe_ 

about a show she saw last night and nearly died laughing. Another is ha 

a birthday today, and is reminded by the others she has to buy a 

morning tea to celebrate. I look at the headlines on the morning 

something about peace marchers somewhere, with pictures. Someone looks 

my shoulder. 

"I see the ratbags are out again!" 

I feel that I am expected to dispute this statement, and if I do it wi�

somehow place me among the ratbags. Here they regard concern for humani 

or its future as an expression of leftist politics, and have elevated 

unconcerned selfishness to a virtue. To hell with them anyway! I have r._ 

energy for argument this morning. As I move over to my typewriter, one 

my colleagues asks, "How's your Pam? Got a job yet?" 

"Not yet. " 

"Oh well, she has plenty of time, hasn't she?" 

Oh yes, plenty of time. She lives through the boredom of ten minute 

eternities every day. Time for everything, and nothing to do. 

There is an extended morning-tea break for the birthday celebration. Mr 

Tanner, the manager, joins up, and insists on giving the b,Ur.,,thday g,<,,ti£ _ 

kiss. She hasn't been a girl for twenty years, but he gives her a cudd'� 

well. He is a big man, radiating charm and certain of his own importanc� 

with a mind closed to any ideas but his own. At least he isn't as free 

with his hands as Bridges, his assistant. Bridges talks a lot about hi: 

hot, random sexual exploits, but I suspect it's only talk, although I t_ 

not to be alone with him. He has offered to take me out for a night of 

torrid love. I manage to resist the invitation. It's a long time since -

had a night of any kind of love, but Bridges isn't my type. The outcome 
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._. offer by him is not likely to be worth the effort . 

.. e afternoon drags. I think of phoning Pam, but she would suspect me of 

-�ecking up on her. I have time to worry about the cost of repairs to the 

t-water system. I ask Bridges if he knows anything about plumbing. He 

-=fers to come over and take a look.at it for me. 

:: 'm handy with my hands, " he says, running his hands down from my shoulders. 

ou should inspect my plumbing, " he says. "See my ball and cock. " 

- shake off his wandering hands. 

?iss off, you creep!" 

the way home it is raining. The bus is damp and stuffy. When a man gets 

_ to give me his seat I don't know how to react. Is he a throwback to the 

�e of Chivalry, or am I looking that old and haggard? I'm only forty! At 

- e next stop a neighbour from the flats at the corner of my street gets 

and stands beside me. She has a baby on her hip. I take him from her and 

:�t him on my lap. His nappy is wet. His mother had a little girl by the 

d. They look like gypsies. 

-od, it's been a hard day at work!" I tell her. 

ou're lucky to have a job, " she says. 

just about to tell her I damn well need a job: a lone parent, deserted 

.:..::e' supporting mother. But I suspect she is too, and with a couple of 

_:.ttle kids. Instead I ask her to come and have a meal with me some 

-ening. She accepts at once. 

1en ?" 

_ � caught, and suggest Saturday. It is agreed. What am I going to do with 

er and her kids on Saturday? I don't even know her . 

.:..:h a strong sense of my own inadequacy pressing down on me, I stand at 

- e door of my own house. I hear music. When I open the door I hear voices. 
- �an smell something cooking. 

ammy?'' 

e comes to meet me in the hall. She grins at me. 

:otta surprise for you. " 

it till I go to the loo. " 

e goes back to the kitchen. I hear Keith's voice, aid Pam telling him, 
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''Mum's home, but she's gone to have a pee. '' 

He looks up with a smile when I come in. Keith smiles often, and sweetl_

but doesn't say much. Tonight he is cooking in my kitchen, and Pam is 

watching. He is dark and thin in his Indian cotton shirt and loose 

His feet are long and slender in thongs. Pam looks a shade too solid bes 

him. 

"How's the job, Keith?" 

"I've given it up. " 

"�lready?" 

"Pam didn't like me doing it. " 

"Anyway, " Pam blurts out, shrill with excitement, "I've gotta job! " 

I'm struggling with my expression: mustn't look too incredulous. 

"Oh Pammy! You haven't! Where?" 

"At the motor works. " 

"What? Doing what?" 

I know I sound as if I'm yelping. 

"Spray painting. "  

"You're not! " 

Now I know I sound incredulous. 

"Why not?" She's defiant. "It's a job! " 

"But . . .  a girl! " 

Christ! Why did I say that? I'll have to cover it over quickly. 

"Is it full time? Permanent?" 

She shrugs. 

"Until I get sick of it or find something else. " 

"But .. " How do I say this? "Aren't they all men there ." 

"So what?" 

She is scornful, looking at me as if I'm prehistoric. 

"Think they'll chuck off at her?" asks Keith. "She'll give as good as sl:"" 

gets, " he assures me. 

He M�Wl.e/2 me. As if he knows more about her than I do. But I'm her motl: 
And what do I know about her? 

She says, "Mum, you're not going to fuss, are you?" 

Why shouldn't I fuss? I· want to keep her safe, and I don't know how. She 

makes her own decisions, and they confuse me. I wish I could understand 

She has grown beyond my protection: I belong to the wrong generation. 

"She can take care of herself, " says Keith. "Believe me. " 
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._.· should I believe him? What does he know about my daughter that I don't 

e on, Mum, sit down and relax, and have a drink. " Pam pushes me into a 

and takes a wine cask from the fridge. 

got this. To celebrate. " 

we celebrating? I drink the glass of wine quickly. Too quickly: it 

me feel dizzy. Or maybe it is not the wine that makes me feel dizzy. 

_-h fills my glass again. The wine is cold and pleasant. Keith smiles at 

and puts an arm round Pam. I raise my glass to them. What an odd couple. 

want to giggle. I imagine Pam at the motor works all day, chuckirg 

the guys, and Keith at home, cooking in the kitchen. I'm not in their 

I've lived beyond my time. Already? I'm not old yet! I'll have 

my third glass of wine I'm beginning to feel better. 

you happy, Mum?" 

:s happy, smiling and confident. She has a job: she's worth something to 

ebody. Of course I'm happy: happy and sad. Feeling a little drunk. 

don't have to worry about dinner. It'll soon be ready. " 

I don't have to worry. Nothing to do but wait. I can sit here with my 

- closed, listening to the spluttering pan and bubbling pots, and the 

on the window, and do nothing. It's been a long day's journey to this 

corner of my mind. I could drift off to sleep sitting here, 

dreams. I could dream of my daughter, safe and happy, plumbing without 

ems, or a clear view from the plateau. Dream about anything. I'll have 

-:her glass of wine. 
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I N  LOVE W I TH TH E BOMB 

I've fallen in love & I've fallen heavily. 
I've been watching the bomb for a long time 
& I'm utterly infatuated . 

myron lysenko 

Last night, at a party, I danced with the bomb. 
We did the tango & we danced beautifully. 
We talked about relationships & philosophy 
& how much we hated our jobs. 

I cuddled the bomb & the bomb responded 
so we decided to go home together on my bicycle , 
The bomb was a bit drunk 
so we drank black coffee & went to bed. 

The bomb is a great kisser, said: 
Quick, quick, press the button 
& we had a world shattering experience 
as we exploded with happiness. 

Afterwards, we lay on the bed, smoking, 
& the bomb confessed to being married 
but by then it was too late . . .  

I want to elope with the bomb. 
I know the bomb gets depressed 
& I want to take the bomb on a holiday 
down to the beach, to get away from it all. 
The bomb needs a break 
& I think I can make the bomb happy. 

But this morning I woke in an empty bed. 
The bomb had pinned a note to my pillow : 

Thanks 
for a wonderful night. 
I will always be with you. 
Love, 

The Bomb. 



WA I T I NG FOR S UMMER 

myron l_ysenko 

Waiting for summer got my beach towel ready 
Waiting for summer I've ironed my shorts 
Waiting for summer got my sun tan lotion 
Waiting for summer even lost a bit of weight. 

Haven't had summer for five years now 
except for a · week here or a day there. 
But shouldn't summer last for months? 
Maybe Melbourne's had an argument with it, 
a lover's quarrel with the weather, 
giving us days of rain & clouds & winds. 

Every week I go down to the beach 
& stand in the sand in my overcoat 
trying to pull summer out of the horizon 

like a fantastic magical trick. 

I remember those wonderful summer days 
full of sweet & sizzling sunburn 
& sleepless nights with passionate mosquitoes 
& soggy salads & warm beer & watermelons 
& flies which gave me a buzz 
& heat which held me up & mugged me 
& spiders waltzing into my room to bug me . 

I love you summer & I want you back ! 
0 summer I've missed you! 

You are my one true love 
& I need you now so please come back 

all is forgiven. 
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REAL WR I TERS DON 'T DR IVE CARS 

Real writers don ' t  drive cars, 
real writers sit like passengers 
or pedal bikes between cars 
or walk thoughtfully across roads. 

Shakespeare never drove a car, 
never even thought about it . 
Tolstoi drove himself insane 
& died in a small railway station 
after hearing of the car's invention. 
Jane Austen put her head under a bonnet 
& found that she could write quite well 
but she never tried to drive a car . 
Camus was murdered by a car 
three years after he was awarded 
the Nobel Prize for Literature 
& he had yet to write his best work . 
Jack Kerouac died from lead poisoning 
after writing too many novels 
in the back seats of leaking cars. 
Kafka was broken-hearted at 40 
when World War One speeded up 
the manufacture of cars 
& he died in 1924, a tragic metamorphosis . 

Real writers don't drive cars, 
real writers drive typewriters 

myron lysenkc 

& drive themselves & their lovers up the wall 
& drive themselves to drink, to think. 
Real writers don't drive cars, 
real writers drive themselves to write -
hoping to avoid too many accidents. 



marion halligan 

�en her husband tells her he is leaving her for another woman, the first 

:ning she thinks of is the superannuation. Not because it is due but 

�ecause it isn't . Another fifteen years or more to go, unless he dies 

�efore ; either way the profit another woman's. The profit of twenty years: 

�evotion, support, waiting, believing that in constructing his life she 

as constructing hers as well . And now he goes off with some bird he cannot 

live without, and the superannuation, that comfortable old age, goes with 

im. She's read a bitter letter to the paper about it, signed Deserted Wife 

_ ·ame and Address Provided, only a few days before. 

-he shock has not yet begun to seep from her mind sharp and rational to tre 

turbulent blood. So she can look at him coldly and think of the superann

�ation . Does this mean she expected something of the kind? No, hardly. But 

a marriage in which the husband is sleeping with another woman has some

thing odd about it, so she isn't exactly surprised either. Almost she is 

gratified. So much makes sense. He has given her a secret key to many 

illeanings, and she still believes the most painful knowledge to be better 

than the ignorance of deception. 

She continues to seek information. Who is she? What is she like? How long 

has he known her? 
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He gives her the distasteful look prurient curiosity deserves, and the 

vagueness of answer: 

- Oh, long enough, I don't know, since the beginning of the year. There ' :  

not really any point in talking like this. 

Eventually she learns that the creature is a graduate clerk, in his 

department, straight from university. Very clever, very intelligent, an 

excellent degree. 

- And twenty one, I suppose. 

Not at all . She'll be twenty three next birthday. 

- Oh. Quite the mature woman, then. 

But sneering only demeans her, and pains him, for her sake. He is still 

close enought to her for that. 

Not she to him, though. She sees him at a great distance, far away, lost . 

Does she have words to bring him back? They are lumps in her brain, in 

her mouth stodgy and glutinous, they stick to her teeth, clog her tongue 

and make her dumb. The only way to get out such heavy words is to spit 

them, and that will not do at all. 

It wasn't always so. Once they were lovers, lay naked in bed together, 

one passionate affectionate flesh. Lay in bed in the mornings stroking 

one another's silken skins saying I don't want to get up I want to stay 

here for ever with you. In the sensuous warm luxury of the marriage bed . 

Just about the only luxury they'd had. He'd been a salesman when she met 

him, a traveller in pharmaceuticals ; he'd come into the office of the 

doctor's where she worked, leaned on the desk, chatted her up while he 

waited to see the doctor and ply his trade. He made good money ; when he 

took her out they had fun, going to restaurants and nightclubs, dancing 

with hearts as light as their feet, sailing on the lake and belonging tc 

the Yacht Club, joining the Golf Club, going to balls, all the most 

fashionable ones. It was at the Bachelors' Ball that they announced thei_ 

engagement, he in white tie and tails one of the bachelors giving the ba __ 
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nd it the most glamorous occasion of the year. 

- d when they got married, after the requisite if not excessive number of 

:hower teas, pantry and kitchen and cellar and bathroom and lines, they 

:et themselves up in a charming flat with all the loot and settled down to 

life like the old one plus legitimate sex, and she knew what happy ever 

fter meant. But he after a bit confided that he was tired of waiting on 

-�e condescension of doctors ; he wished to be one himself. He went to tech 

� :  night to get a decent Leaving Certificate pass, the old one, product of 

a school career of games andgirls, not being good enough to get him into 

-edicine. So that was the end of the sailing and balls and eating in 

=estaurants ; no time. When they weren't at work he studied and she did the 

ousework, and read. 

:e didn't in fact get into medicine, but was sanguine about it. He did a 

_ cience course instead ; there were plenty of jobs in those days for 

: - · entists. He put it to her that he should study full time, and live on 

er wages ; that way they'd have more time together, and the hard slog would 

e over much sooner. So there was still no sailing or dancing or dining ; no 

aey. But they were happy, she knew it, though she was always tired from 

rking the long hours needed to earn her really rather exiguous wages, and 

=-om the late nights staying up talking with all the marvellous exciting 

ople that be brought home, which was very good of him since he could have 

- ne off drinking and talking elsewhere and left her alone. 

the years rolled round and he graduated brilliantly, kissing her under 

:s mortar board, putting it on her head, saying it should be yours I'd 

- ·er have done it without you. Then he got a post-graduate scholarship and 

-· ey went to Canberra, and on the -strength of such riches she took a part-

- :�e j ob, with a friend of the doctor for whom she'd been such a good 

=eceptionist all those years. But he thought they should put off children 

bit longer, after all she was hardly thirty, plenty of time. And when he 

graduated, again brilliantly, and was offered a very good job by the 

� . S. I. R. O. ,  they still put off having children until they should have a 

- eposit on a really nice house in a good suburb, after years of living in 

aniversity ghetto, and anyway he was busy turning his Ph. D. thesis into 

book and getting out articles on the research he was doing so he could 
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get himself a reputation ; he had to move fast through starting so late ir. 

the field. 

At night she sewed and read, she was the best-read woman she knew, while 

he worked on his papers. They gave dinner parties of course , and went to 

the cinema, and for picnics, but not to balls, or even dancing. Somehow 

dancing wasn't part of their lives any more . And there was little time fo� 

lying in bed saying I want to stay her forever with you. Of course they 

had quite a good sex life, when they weren't too tired or too drunk, and 

eventually produced their children nicely on schedule as he had worked it 

out. She enjoyed being just a housewife and mother after all that boring 

compulsory wage-slaving. 

And he was moving up comfortably, earning good money and expecting more, 

paying superannuation, quite a lot, again because of the late start, but 

that didn't matter, they could afford it, when the time came they'd be ir. 

clover, they'd be laughing, they'd be handsomely set up. It left selling 

pharmaceuticals for dead : no security and a measly pension at the mercy o; 

a greedy government, and kowtowing to stuck-up medicos. How far they've 

come. 

So here she is, forty five with two children not yet in their teens, and 

a husband about to leave her for a woman half her age. No job. She hasn't 

worked in ten years. She has no training, no excellent brilliant degree . 

She used to be a good receptionist, but that's a job of long hours and 

lousy pay, even if anybody wanted a middle-aged woman, which is unlikely, 

since when it comes to jobs in this razor-ganged town nobody seems to wa�� 

anybody. 

- Will you take the children? she says. 

No, he will leave them with her, they need their mother. He doesn't say, 

because they will encumber him. 

- I'll treat you well, he says. I don't want to quibble about money. 

She sees the young woman laughing in her clover. She sees her slender and 

blonde and polished with youth, that curious indefinable freshness that 

nobody ever notices until suddenly they realise it gone from their own 
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:aces, and then they observe it giving such grace even to ugliness that 

- ey wonder how they could have missed it. She sees herself, the children 

-_ own and gone, in the grey lonely limbo of the elderly. She looks in the 

:rror ; no man will desire her now, if not her husband who knew her youth . 

.. e weeps then, waiting till she has the house to herself, giving herself 

__ to grief, sobbing violent tears until she almost chokes, her breath 

::opping with a fright that surprises ; it must mean she wants to live . She 

as thought herself wishing to die. She goes to the bathroom and vomits, 

_ lashes her face with water. Her head feels like a large woollen pompom 

- at somebody has dropped in a puddle: tatty and waterlogged and squeezed 

wt of shape, a ludicrous object even undamaged . 

en he comes home she says : 

- ;:J1en are you going? 

Pretty well straight away, I suppose . . .  no point in dragging things out. 

e tries to unclog her tongue, get out the lumpy stodgy words that stick 

her teeth. She wants to stall for time, to think. 

- Can you stay for a bit, till I get things organised, she asks. The words 

� e  clumsy in her mouth, but at least uttered . 

� raises urbane eyebrows . What can there be to organise? 

- = don't know. Myself. My manner . My face to the world � The children. 

· ell, a little while, he says, remotely generous. 

e;-· continue to sleep in the same bed . It's very large and the down quilt 

-=:tles over them in feathery folds and keeps them as safely apart as the 

rd of Tristram. She herself lies rigid as a sword, and thinks . She 

-�siders seduction . Roll over and draw him back to her flesh. But her body 

_:  as lumpy and stodgy as her words and can find no grace no skill to slip 

-= �oss the forbidding sheets into arms and heart. 

- - :  .. ead she broods . Still she cannot forget past efforts and future rewards .. 

_ _  that for this . He established the pattern of their days, she has 

ected its fulfilment. She thinks about revenge. It seems old-fashioned. 
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People don ' t  go in for it any more. Don't know how. Not like the old da. 

of literature at least , when people got their own back for infidelity. 

Usually men , of course, punishing faithless wives. 

Jealousy , faith , betrayal: the old big words produce a burning pain in -

chest. 

She is the best-read woman she knows. Much good it is doing her. Can yo_ 

learn fortitude from books? How to put back together a life that has j u:: 

had its kingpin removed? There's comfort , perhaps , in looking at others 

lots , the same , or worse. Escape , maybe. Into a brief perfect world of : 

mind. No other good to be had. Life is more potent than words on a page 

Except . . . and it comes to her. She makes a plan. Iris Murdoch gives he� 

the idea but its refinements and above all its application are her own. 

It is three days later. He cannot stay much longer. He feels his situat_ 

to be invidious. Now she knows he feels he needs to go. 

- You're right , she says. Tomorrow , if you like. 

She sees him surprised by her easy acquiescence. Distrustful , perhaps 

afraid of her punishing him without guilt. 

- I can manage now , she says , reassuring. 

She goes to bed early , lying with a book , not even pretending to turn the 

pages. She lies and listens to him in the bath ; their house , dream house 

so carefully planned , has a real bath in its ensuite , none of your 

exiguous shower stalls. He likes to relax at night and steam away the 

cares of the day. She prefers the speed and stimulus of a shower ; tonig. 

she washed her hair and is lying not reading her book with her head 

wrapped in a towel. She will have to get up and dry it soon. She lies a. 

listens to the last bath her husband will ever take in her house. 

She hears the ponderous squeak of his flesh against porcelain as he tur.:_ 

over , the slap of the water. She gets up and takes the powerful pistol

shaped hair-dryer from a drawer , plugs it into the switch outside the 

bathroom door - no dangerous outlets in the bathroom of the house of 
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_reams - where there is a mirror for such a purpose , and for shaving. She 

winds the towel and begins to brush her hair with humming strokes of 

arm air. Her hair is thick ; she will need to stand a long time lifting 

nd smoothing before it is dry. She pushed open the bathroom's sliding 

�oor with her foot. He sits up astonished ; she no longer has the right to 

-. .:.s nakedness . 

. e drops the buz zing hair dryer into the bath . There's a sizzle. A 

- nvulsion. 

,e is a widow . Heiress to all his goods. The house all hers, the mortgage 

nulled by insurance. The superannuation reduced to a lump sum for a 

ereft wife , but tidy enough . 

- e takes the soap that she has left soaking in water , puts it on the 

=-oor by the bath and steps on it carefully , engineering a skid across the 

=:oor. Carefully and hard she bangs her leg against the side of the bath. 

:'ears com·e into her eyes. Her middle-aged flesh will colour up into a 

·icy bruise quite quickly. She rumples the bathmat and knocks over a 

ttle of perfume on the vanity unit. 

: : • s  a good plot , perfectly executed. Will it work? 

� e looks at the man , the body , in the bath and wills herself to remember 

w beloved he was . Wills herself to weep as once in the heyday of love 

_ e would have. Her mourning is not completely fake. 

_ e goes to the phone and dials 000. Hair hangs damp in rat-tails around 

er face . Her voice rising and wavering on a note of suitable panic she 

�:-·s , to the calm emergency voice at the other end: 

- There's been a terrible accident . .. 
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LUKE ' S  LOST P EN I S  

graham rowlanc: 

On the same day Luke's grandmother loses her false teeth 
Luke loses his penis. (What's that? False teeth envy?) 
Luke might be Lukie to his mother & 

Lukie to his long lost father (occasionally) 
but he's just plain Luke when he's just lost his penis 
which isn't a dick , dickie, thing or thingie 
when it's Luke's to lose 
but is 
Luke's lost penis 
which obviously has to be found. 
Pointless, a young man going to bed without 
his penis. Heaven forbid 
he might dream about it 
it or the loss of it. So 
while Luke's grandmother keeps looking for her teeth 
Luke & his mother look for 
Luke's lost penis 
in bins 
in cupboards 
under the bed 
until Luke's mother decides 
Luke's long lost father is easier to locate than 
Luke's lost penis. So, notwanting to 
force the man's penis on the young man, Luke's mother 
suggests Luke might find his penis in his underpants 
where he docu find his penis - but 
it's become unstuck & has to be 
stuck back 
with sticking tape 
by courtesy of Marcel Marceau. 

Now Luke's come to like losing his penis. 
There are scores of lost penises scattered 
throughout rooms & spilling down the front steps. 
Luke learns fast at three 
minus a bit - years. 
Luke's learned how 
to lose his penis properly -
cuts it off with scissors. 



F R A S E R ' S  

matthew karpin 

omeone I know from work, Fraser, asked me and my girlfriend ar0und to his 

�lace. He was married with two kids and this made me uncomfortable . How 

:ould he be my age and have two little kids? (But I'm not that young. ) At 

:he time he had his second kid I didn't know him and there was a card going 

�round at work wishing him congratulations which everyone signed. The card 

�ot so full of names - the railway is a big place to work - that it was 

.:illy. He put the card straight away into his pocket and said "I'll have to 

:atch up on all this. " He muttered something like "Christ ! "  

= didn't know Fraser's wife. I didn't know Fraser. One weekend I was outside 

:he house with my girlfriend. I wasn't doing anything. The phone rang. It 

as Fraser's wife on the phone: 

'Fraser wants to know if you'd like to come over for dinner. Maybe next 

eek. " 

- said, "I'll bet. That'd be great, I'll tell Jan. " 

T told Jan. "Yes, " she said. 

' 1\'e 'd love to come over for dinner, " I told Fraser's wife on the phone. 

' \\'ould next weekend be too soon? " she asked . 

. 'o I think next weekend would be OK, " I said. "I'm not doing anything 

:-:.ext weekend. " 

After I hung up, sat back down outside with Jan, I got a funny idea. 
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"He must be going straight through that list. " 

"What list?" 

"After he had his second kid everyone at work signed this card that "'·a 

going around telling him congratulations. He must be going through the 

names picking people to ask for dinner. He doesn ' t  know me. " 

"Maybe, " she said. 

When I got to work the next day I made a good point of talking to him a

lunch. He was chewing on some sandwiches slowly. I can ' t  stand sandwic 

Jan had given me some meatloaf and salad to take for lunch. I asked hi

he ' d  like some of my meatloaf. 

"No thanks. These sandwiches are enough , "  he said. 

"Are you sure? This is good meatloaf. It ' s  really tasty, " I said. 

"No thanks. I better not eat meatloaf at lunch. I fall asleep at work 

eat too well, "  he said. 

"Is your place hard to find?" I said. 

"Not if you go the easy way and follow the highway , "  he said. 

"I ' ve got a really lousy sense of direction , "  I said. "I usually get 1 _ 

but Janet can keep an eye out for the turnoff. It ' ll be great, I ' ll be . 

That night I told her about what I was doing at work. 

"He was eating sandwiches, " I said. "He didn ' t  want to eat any of my 

meatloaf. " 

"What are you going to do about the dog?" she asked . 

"What do you mean?" I asked. 

"If you go to this bloke ' s  place on Saturday, " she said, "you ' re going -

be away all day since it ' s  in the country. The dog won ' t  like it. She 

even be fed on time. You ' d  better do something about her. " 

''Yeah. '' 

"I think you should , "  she said. 

"I could take her , "  I said. 

"Yes , that ' s  the solution , "  she said. 

It was a hundred and fifty miles drive there and a hundred and fifty 

drive back. That was the short way. But I went the long way. Fraser sta_-_ 

on his farm on the weekends but he ' s  got a flat he stays at during the 
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a dry day. I set out in the afternoon. That way I'd arrive just 

dinner. I wanted to be sure I wouldn't be late, not the first time 

dinner with him and his wife. Like an interview. 

�rove the commodore through the city until Ihit the expensive suburban 

-�ses withthe big gardens, then the car sales yards, then the cheap houses 

::.h even more, scruffy yards, then the houses began to thin out. 

: 5ot to the outskirts where they sell oranges and mangoes and tomatoes 

-c things just off the road, and the dog vomited. 

idea, "  I said. "I'll clean it up. " 

ell I can't, " she said . "You do something about her. " 
- did. 

: got back on the road after that, and I drove a lot faster. First it was 

::  get rid of the smell. The car was responsive. Then it was just to drive 

=�st . I thought I could drive twenty miles an hour faster than normal. The 

:-:ad was empty. I had Beethoven loud on the car cassette. There were wide 

_ :-own fields on either side and I just let it go . 

.::: .. ow down a bit, " she said. She was holding onto the edges of the seat. 

_ ·:. the dog was asleep in the back. I was driving smoothly. 

,..1 1  right I will. I don't mind slowing down. " 

_ ·,,ent past the turnoff by about a mile. The Beethoven came to an end. She 

rked out where I was meant to go. There was a dirt road I had to drive 

?, leading to the farm. I didn't turn the cassette over. But before I got 

- ere, something strange happened. On the dirt road, there was a sharp 

- rner. So I brought the car to a rest. Before I took off again an animal 

:ame leaping out of the bush. It looked just as though it meant to leap 

:·:er the creek until it saw me. Then it jumped directly up to the car, not 

afraid. It had a look on its face. It was in charge. 

· ·Jesus Christ!" I said. 

She wound up the window fully. 

-:he kangaroo turned its back on me and hit the side of the car with its 

:.ail. 
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"My God ! " she said. "Move the car. " 

"Jesus Christ ! "  I said. 

I started declutching and the kangaroo moved. It really belted along 

the other side of the bush, taking leaps. 

I crossed the creek and pulled into the farm. Fraser's dog barked 

dog stood up in the back seat again. She and I sat in the car for 

of minutes. 

"There he is, " I said. 

"Well are you expecting him to open the door?" she asked. " I  want to 

out. " 

"No. I want to get out. I just can't get over it. " 

It was wonderful, fresh air, hills all around. Getting cold, 

not a stale cold. I found Fraser standing at the front door. 

"Gooday, " he said. 

"Gooday, " I said. "So this is you down on the farm Fraser. Really 

"Let me take you inside, " he said. "And I can get you started with s 

beer. " 

Inside the house he headed straight for the fridge, brought me 

The house was very clean. Really clean. (I've seen his desk at work. � 

different) Here he had Persian rugs, old vases, wood furniture and a: 

the bits and pieces for the mantel. Taste. 

"I  had a funny experience Fraser , "  I said. 

"Yeah?" he said. 

" It was a bit funny. The car was attacked by a kangaroo on the way i

the farm. " 

"Yeah?" said Fraser. "Annette ! "  He was calling for his wife. "Annett e 

My second shock. Out she came, holding a cutting knife. She was an 

woman. Well, she was in her fifties. He was round about my age, in 

thirties. But he's having kids, I thought to myself. Having kids. He 

that be? 

"Hey Fraser, I didn't know you had such a great place. All this old 

furniture and these rugs and stuff. " 

" It's mostly my wife's. She picked it all up from hE;r old man when 

a few years ago. " 
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_egan to laugh. 

Fraser, what's the matter with a kangaroo �hat it felt like going for 

I heard her voice again . 

. • ey're territorial, " his wife said. 

I remembered from the phone , she didn't sound like an old woman. And tre 

she carried herself, she didn't look old in her movements . .  

. e stood up and went back into the kitchen. 

old rugs, " Fraser said. "When she first got them, I just wanted them 

out. Couldn't stand them. All the Oriental pictures on them. Couldn't 

,,."€ how to have them here. But she made me keep them. " 

they're beautiful, " Jan said. 

they are beautiful, " he said. "Somehow couldn't stand them. Wanted them 

� of the place in a hurry. " 

e came out of the kitchen. 

- .:.nner's ready. It's a roast, " she said flat. I could tell it was a roast, 

I first walked in, from the smell filling this little country house. 

going to feed the baby. Thank God the child's asleep in his room. " 

she brought out the baby and sat it on her lap, it was disfigured, a 

ngoloid. 

: had a bit of trouble with her, " Fraser said. "Because of her age. But 

e wanted another baby, so she took the risk. " 

es another baby you'd want. Another baby. One time . . .  " said Jan. 

�-e couldn't believe it. ) 

-�t even children like this can be bright, and she's always laughing, " she 

"I don't produce enough milk to give her of course. There are some 

problems but you can't take it away from me. That I've had another 

- by. " 

., no, who'd want to? Of course, " she said. 

: sat down to dinner. 

ell pull the plug and get stuck in, " Fraser said. 

I was eating for a while: 

�ose rugs. Where did your father buy them?" 

T t's not so much where as how expensive, " Fraser's wife said. "When he 

ught them it would have been just a question of pounds. " 
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"No that's right. They are beautiful. " 

I laughed. 

"Hey that kangaroo was wwd. Do they ever come up near the house? " 

"What? " 

"Would you ever get a kangaroo near the house? " 

"I don't think I ' ve ever seen kangaroos around here at all have I?"  he 

asked. 

I took another glass of beer. Coopers. 

"That was definitely a kangaroo I saw, wasn't it? " I asked. 

"Well yes it was a kangaroo. It attacked the car. Or it was going to, 

you started the car. " 

"Look, why don't you people shut up? " he said. I was halfway through the 

dinner. I was j ust picking up a forkful of meat. "You've been judgrnenta:. 

ever since you got here. First you got here incredibly late so that I 

know if you're corning or not; and you bring your dog. Then you've got t�  

keep passing judgrnents on me ever since. With your looks, " he said . 

He stood up. He was very annoyed. She went over and stroked his head oh 

her bosom. That's very maternal I thought, but I shut up. 
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6 0  C e c i l  St. F i t z r o y  
1 9 8 4  $ 5 . 9 5 

reviewed by kate a 

Undergraduates make a lot of discoveries about themselves and their · __ 
- that's what they're undergraduates for. Politics was the discover: 

that made the biggest impact on me , and it was made in the caf , not t� 
classroom. I was full to bursting , and no doubt insufferable with it . : 
<lagged around in dresses coming adrift at the seams for the sheer pol:
of it , or so I thought. These days I'd probably see the sandshoes and -
Mary Hick dresses more as the sigh of relief qf a fat , plain-looking i 
who had found the perfect mask from behind which she could dare the " _  
to take her for what she imagined herself to be , rather than for what _ 
merely looked like . 

We've all got our politics and our masks which distort viewee and vie 
alike. When you look at the world through the kind of mask I was wear: 
the distortion favours the injustice of it all , the bog ignorance ,  tr.e 
inequality , the unnecessary misery , the lies , the excuses and the uns:_ 
ulous manipulation of people by group and individual power - in parti:-
the inability to see any position but your own as valid. 

Naturally , I began to think about women writers . Through my lens they 
second-rate citizens who had always had to wrest critical attention f_ 
the unwilling powers , and they had never really succeeded . When I ann
these ideas to my supervisor , a woman whose opinions I very much admiT 
she said she'd bet that if I could ask the women I had in mind , they • �  
say they didn't think of themselves as "women writers" at all , but as _ 
plain writers. Her remarks opened up a file in my mind to which I ha,·e 
been adding and subtracting bits of information , qualifications and i� 
victories and defeats , ever since. The germ of that file was the doub: -
headed idea that , yes , generally speaking , there was a quality of the 
feminine in the work of women writers , even if they do think of themse_ 
as writers first and women second. This notion was more your intuitiYe 
your cerebral. Women writers were looking into the heart of home life -
male/female relationships. They seemed , as a bunch , to be very interes:  
in the connections between people and the forces hard at work to  seve� 
muffle those connections . They were not so much writing up Grand Ideas 
taking the microscopic view , exploring , for its own sake ,  the itty-bi:� 
level of love and non-love between ordinary human beings. It was not . -
and Nature , or even Love and Art . It was Corned Beef and Cabbage ,  and = 
many of the more contemporary writers , it was Children. This seemed a: 
revolutionary to me as James Joyce's Leopold Bloom sitting on the toi:�  
for the first time in literary history . 

But on the other hand it also seemed that no matter what sort 
woman was , whether or not she wanted to think of herself as a writer �:
her sex would mean that she was up against it in very practical ways , : 
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work would be more prone than that of her male counterparts, to m1s1n-
2'!"pretation and manipulation at the hands of a literary community still 
-�inated both by males and by what I airy-fairily referred to in my mind 
- 'male values". 

- ·:as a defeat, for instance, when I came up against strong opposition, 
_ dering on downright unpleasantness, from women who thought of themselves 

- =eminists, but could not accept my determination not to read my awful 
_:ry at all-women's readings. I wanted to read with the big kids, the 

- · ·as a victory when an undeniably large number of undeniably fine women 
_:ers began to appear on the local literary landscape during the last 
�de or so. Sure, they weren't the first. Katherine Susannah Prichard, 

�y Handel Richardson, Barbara Baynton (unknown to most readers of 
--ralian fiction until Angus & Robertson re-released her BUSH STUDIES in 
_ 3id sixties) , Ethel Anderson, also presently enjoying a resurrection, 

�th Wright, Marjorie Barnard, Dorothy Hewett, and perhaps most-maligned 
- � 1 1  by faint praise, Thea Astley - these and many other women have made 
: �r contributions to our literature. In the seventies and eighties a new 
·e of womeri brought with them a new victory - writers like Anna Couani, 

:en Garner, Beverley Farmer, Elizabeth Jolley, Kate Grenville, Olga 
--ers, Dorothy Green (not a new arrival at all, but newly elevated in 
_:�re, particularly as a critic) to mention only a few well known names. 

�t did seem that if a renaissance really were going on in this backwater 
- - �terature's empire, women were not only contributing heavily to its 

�ith individual works, and being acclaimed, or at least recognised for 
- �� efforts, they were influencing the nature, the very taste and texture 

- : "at renaissance with writerly qualities which often seemed "womanly". 

= a while the issue of "women writers" seemed to have largely solved 
-� -�  by women just hopping in there and doing it, and doing it extremely 
- - · There was a fair stretch of time during which the "women writers" file 

_ gathered dust in my mind. Obviously there were some women who thought 
: .e�selves first and foremost as women and who had quite consciously set 

:� bring feminist values to their writing, who had set out to forge new 
ore appropriately feminine ways of doing everything from choosing 

: e t matter to constructing a sentence. But equally there were others 
_· d think of themselves, at least in the act of facing the blank page, 

:-r · ters who happened to be women. There was also every shade of grey. 
·ere all making an impact and everything was improving in the 

= ·ingest of all possible worlds. 

�s a defeat then, when the National Book Council issued its list of the 
est Books of the Decade last year, and not a single work by a female 

i-as included . Apparently the list was the result of a survey sent to 
ian newspaper and magazine editors, not too many of whom bothered to 
and a substantial number of whom were not literary people at all. 

: whatever method the list actually was completed, and in spite of the 
• ess of the very idea of the Ten Best Books of the Decade, the real 

- - - \,·as the all-male line-up. Morris Lurie, for instance, was on and 
arner was off. Lurie came into a lot of flak, or at least must have 

- : at a lot of flak that was flying around was meant for him, because he 
- � � rather disturbing and patronsing piece for THE AGE, which managed to 
: �Yedibly defensive and offensive all in the one breath. Lurie 's article 
_-d� cative, if not of another defeat, then at least of a victory not 
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nearly so assured as it had seemed. It was a harsh reminder from 
land that there was still a long way to go. 

One of the really thorny questions in all this is that if we are goin� 
accept the idea of some kind of "womanliness" in the work of many or � 
most women writers, who's going to work out what it is and where it i
and what it all means for Aussie or any other Lit? At a conference a 
ago I was astounded at one chap's efforts to get at an Australian fe� 
poetic, to explain, as he put it, why women poets, some of them much 
admired, seemed unable or unwilling to even construct a sentence corr 
Why was their syntax so clumsy? Presto! Feminine Poetic. 

What could well have been the very last nail in the coffin of the 1 1\ 

writers" file was delivered quite recently when, reading through the 
collection of the Paris Review interviews with writers I came to the 
with Lillian Hellman . Referring back to her very early work, she rem_ 
"They were lady-writer stories where the man puts his fork down and : 
woman knows it's all over. You know. " Hellman had put her finger on ..:..
had once written a story myself in which forks played a very importah
The scene in which the women finally realised it was all over invol,e
long and rather pedantic monologue delivered by the bloke, who, unfor 
ately for him had cielivered the entire spiel with a lump of carrot b 
in his beard. 

Nevertheless, what Hellman is pointing to here is the failure side 
coin which has also had its spectacular successes, epitomised in Aust. 
by Helen Garner's fiction. The "women writers" file was dusted off age:. 
recently when GDS asked me to look at Helen Garner's most recent 
THE CHILDREN'S BACH. 

Garner is for the art of little things - the Universe in a grain of s 
perhaps, with the focus clearly on the grain for its own sake. If ther 
any Universe to be had out of it all ( and there very often is ) ,  the 
is by implication, by suggestion, in the way a fork is raised or lo,,e_ 
the quality of light through a window and the most significant-seemin 
exchanges between lovers and friends , parents and children. In the 
following scene involving the two main female characters, the rather . 
boiled Elizabeth is Philip's long-time lover, and Athena, wife and mo: 
is his current interest. They are folding the sheets, watched by the c 
Poppy, who is Philip's daughter: 

. . .  They faced each other, joined by the cloth, and raised their cv.
in unison, they shook the c loth and snapped it tight, they advancei 
and retreated until each sheet was a flat bundle in Athena 's arms . 
Poppy saw that they were speaking, with pauses, but she could not 
hear what they were saying. 
'Philip came to see me, ' said Athena . 
'To see you . ' 
'A coup le of times . ' 
Elizabeth laughed with closed lips . 'Take you for walks, did he ? '  
'Yes . " 
'Do you like him? ' 
'Yes . ' 
'He 's always looking for new blood. Something new. A little thrill  

for that amusement park he calls his mind. ' 
Their fingers met formally at the high corners of the sheet . Elizabe
relinquished. Athena 's accepted. As they fo lded, as they spoke, 
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�he light left the garden. 

e child Poppy represents the distance most writing seems to stand from 
se aspects of life, that web of domestic detail from which Helen Garner 

-ravels and reweaves the web of her fiction. The view through Garner's 
dow on the world is inwards rather than outwards - kitchen scenes, pots 
soup ("Soup means lots") , the day-by-dayness of life. It is for the sake 
scenes like this that Don Anderson, in the NATIONAL TIMES dubbed Garner 
·one of the finest, and most modest, of stylists writing in English". A 

ark the puff writer was quick to borrow for the cover of my edition. 

:he story comes to a close, Athena has just got back after accompanying 
ip (as his lover) on a trip to Sydney . Her husband, Dexter, is out with 

e kids. Arthur and Billy (the mentally retarded one) are their children. 
_ _  i is Elizabeth's young sister who had descended on the less-than-willini 
.::abeth after the death of their mother. She has taken Athena on as a 

stitute mother. 
� .e (Athena) ironed a cloth and spread it on the kitchen table .  And then 
� - e sat down and waited for them to come home . 
_1-.,d they wi U come ! 
�,.nd Vicki will  say, as they drive in through the gateway, 
�ey ! The bins are out !  Athena must be back. ' 

n�.d Billy will  not even have noticed her absence, and Arthur will  
r.�e and stand beside her, trying not to smile, and Vicki and 

�exter will  not touch her straight away, 

::rr.d the clothes on the line wi ll  dry into stiff shapes which loosen 
-en touched, 

:rr.d someone will  put the kettle on, 

:zr,.d from one day to the next Poppy wi ll stop holding Philip 's hand: he 
:zz drop his right hand to her left so she can take it, but nothing 

-� ZZ happen, and when he looks down she will  be standing there beside 
· -:�, watching for a gap in the traffic, and she wiU not hold his hand 
�:b more, and she never will  again. 

e history of literary endeavour has been directed through the millenia by, 
_ .:  not "the male mind", then at least by "male minds" ( and appreciated, 

en by women, to a very large extent from the male-oriented perspectives 
_ ineated by the parameters and the necessary limitations of such a body 
= literature) . Against this background, the insignificant-seeming details 
· eh become the most potent of signals, the seeming modesty of the subject 

·ter and its treatment, mark out Garner's work as a peculiarly feminine 

far the remarks I 've made could just as well apply to MONKEY GRIP or 
R PEOPLE'S CHILDREN as they do to THE CHILDREN'S BACH. But THE 

LOREN'S BACH goes a lot further, as a particularly ".feminine" work, than 
_·her of those earlier books, because here there is really no central 
�racter. Garner sees into all hearts with sympathy, understanding and 

_ ·.wrd I am loathe to use) love. So that Elizabeth, who according to the 
·er blurb is "a tough nut from Dexter' s past" and Athena, who has probably 
rer committed a selfish act in her life till she goes off with Philip, 

_::-e capable of a scene like this - they're discussing the recent death of 
: _ · :abeth and Vicki's mother: 
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'She wouldn 't  go into hospital, ' said Vicki . 
'That must have made things harid for you, ' said Athena . What 
selfishness, she thought. I would have been more sensible . 
'Why on earth wouldn 't  she go? '  
'Well, ' said Elizabeth, 'I suppose that would have been admitting 
to herself that she was going to die . ' 
It was a patient and courteous answer to an ignorant question. Athe . 
felt ground drop away from under her feet. For the first time in he_ 
life she faces the fact of her own inevitable death. For the first 
time she looked at Elizabeth properly, with open face .  

Any novel which focuses on one particular character will do so, (to a 
greater or lesser extent according to the talent and/or inclination oi 
the author) at the expense of the other characters. All others will 
inevitably be shaped, distorted and obscured to some extent by the nat_ 
of that central character. What Garner is trying to do is to show thro ; 
interaction of image, ideas, situations, as well as of characters, ho 
each character reflects and refracts the other . She compares Billy anc 
Philip, for instance in these two scenes : 

Dexter s lid Billy off his lap and she (Vicki) gripped his hand. 
It was warm and padded with muscle . She spoke to him and he 
smiled past her. 
'Why won 't  he ever look at me? '  
'Don 't  bother to get romantic, ' said Athena. 'There 's nobody in the_ 

A little later Athena and Philip wander the streets together as their 
affair gets underway: 

'I 'm supposed to be on my way to work, ' he said. 
'I thought you only worked at night . ' 
'Something came up . ' 
'Are you worried about getting there on time ? ' 
'No, I 'm just c,_iorried about being comf or tab le . ' 
'Did you say 'comfortable ' ? '  said Athena. 
'Yes, I did. But I didn 't  mean it. ' 
That was his way of talking . When she pressed him he was not there . 

As the scene continues, Garner brushes very close by an idea that is n
only at the heart of this book, but very much to the centre of her who_ 
approach to the business of writing . "Like most women she possessed, =-
good or ill, a limitless faculty for adjustment. She felt him give; s�e 
let herself melt, drift, take the measure of his new position, and har� 
again into an appropriate configuration. There was something to be got 
here, if only she could . . .  " This is not simply the way Helen Garner': 
work reveals the respective natures of men and women, it is the way he_ 
work reads - the "drifting", the measuring of new positions, the harde
into new and more "appropriate configurations" as reader follows write_ 
through the ever more complex patterning of adjustments being made. 

Whether you think Helen Garner is a terrific writer or just an ordinar 
one will depend on whether you think her aims as a fiction writer are 
worth the bother. "But nothing ever happens in her books", you might =
"Her writing ' s  so empty", or "She ' s  just writing the same book over a -
over again" . Certainly different sorts of action are taking place here 
from what either the traditional realists or the more abstract, interi-_ 
realists have led us to expect in fiction. And if you do accept the 
importance of what Garner is attempting with a book like THE CHILDRE · , -
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H, you still have to ask yourself whether she has successfully walked a 
- ✓ •  tricky tightrope. The answer has probably got to be "not quite". 
etimes that suggestive touch is just a little too light, so that the 

_ - ificance of a scene or a line of dialogue remains foggy - but not 

all been pretty intuitive, this line of thinking, but dangerous 
is insisted upon that here we have the difference between 

- · n1ne" and "masculine" writing. I have not been so concerned to argue 
se as to outline a possibility. And why not? It will be a long time 

: re women willhave been able to really absorb all the possibilities 
: feminism has opened q:, for them in recent times - many years before 
�� , conscious of themselves as women, will have produced a solid 
_gh body of work to allow the enterprising literary critic to generalise 

- any degree of confidence about what "women writers" are. 

#####  ##### ##### ##### 

Helen Garner: bibliography 

MONKEY GRIP McPhee Gribble 1 97 7 , Penguin 1 97 8  

HONOUR AND OTHER PEOPLE'S CHILDREN McPhee Gribble 1 98 0  

MOVING OUT with J. Giles Sphere 1 983 

THE CHILDREN'S BACH McPhee Gribble 1 984 

POSTCARDS FROM SURFERS McPhee Gribble/Penguin 1 985 
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�Vhy cii..d you uunt to be a. Wll.dell.? 

I didn't want to be. I turned into one gradually. I suppose though 
- : got thrown into it when I was sacked from the education department. 

to do something else for money. 

::hat Well.e you 1.ia.c.ked fion? 

dirty in the classroom. They called it using gutter language. 
_ e ,;as a scandal and a strike at the time, but it didn't do much good. 
_ _  ally I was sacked for publishing an article in DIGGER. I wrote about 

·ersation I had with some kids I taught. They asked me what I thought 
: sex, and where babies came from, the things that teachers aren't 

_ sed to talk about. So I answered their questions and we had a very 
�_ esting conversation. I wrote about it without putting my name to it, 
_: was picked up by some people who had it in for me anyway. So there 

- - sort of witch hunt and I got the sack. Though I had already started 
-=-�te then, I was thinking of myself as a teacher, not a writer. I ' 

doing the sort of journalism that was popular at the time, personal 
: ism I suppose. I didn't think of myself as a writer until I did my 

� book. I mean I even thought MONKEY GRIP was a fluke .  To tell the 
- , I don't think I've thought at all, I've just blundered on in life. 

-a.ve you aiwa..y.6 had c.on6idenc.e about yoM fieel. fion language? 

: ,,as a kid at primary school we still learnt parsing and analysis. 
=- e taught to pull a sentence apart and put it back together. I've 

-:= been glad about that because I don't think it's being taught any 
. :eah, I feel cumfortable putting words together. I went to univer

Jd crawled out of there with a third class degree in English and 
_ . That experience was more social and sexual than intellectual for ne. 

lw.,t ane yoM cu.m.6 a..6 a Wll.dell., a.nd wh.cd. do you 1.iee a..6 yoM 1.ioc.,i_,aj_ 
-:..ole? 

- : think I could say I have worked out aims. I suppose most of my 
. en I'm actually sitting at the table are technical. I certainly 

im at changing the world. I think it's often quite surprising to 

-�e  that something you write gives someone a jolt or turns them aroun:l. 
: to me that that's secondary. Someone once told me that Kafka said 

�ust be the axe to break the frozen sea within us". I suppose I 
· e that. 

- see myself as having a worked out social role. I think writers are 
- , I won't talk about writers, I'll talk about myself. I feel a bit 

tsider in this society. I used to feel part of it, when I was a 
� - I could see where I fitted in, and I began to understand all 

- - = things, like the way politicians tell lies and money gets misused. 
ly only understand stuff like that by having a job, and being 

= -- to the effects of those sorts of behaviour. Once I became a writer, 
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and thought of myself as a writer, I had no idea where I fitted in. I'm a 
outsider, and lonely a lot of the time. So, I don't have an answer to tha· 
question, and furthermore I suppose I could daringly say I don't think i� 
matters. 

GDS: So you began Wfl);(:,[ng a6teA you weAe .oac.k.ed? 

No , I'd always been writing. I used to keep diaries as a kid. But I hadn ' :  
been thinking of myself as a writer. 

GDS: MONKEY GRI p WC{/2 the 6,iJ-wt boo k.  you had pubw hed. WM il the 6,i.Jut 
one, you (,AJtWte? 

Yes, as I said , I felt it was a fluke. I didn't set out to write a novel. 
I was living on a supporting mother's benefit. That meant I lived in coll 
tive households where we shared the rent and food. I didn't have any big 
money troubles. It was then I started writing every day. So I suppose I 1 \·e 
had a grant for years really. 

GDS: How hM youJL .otyfe, 06 Wfl);(:,[ng c.hanged .oinc.e, MONKEY GRIP? 

How do you think it's changed? 

GDS: MONKEY GRI P  .oeemed uk.e a cLlafty, and I aluxly.o thought I c.oufd .oee 
Huen GCVtneA theAe, but in THE CHI LDREN 'S BACH and POSTCARDS FROM 
SURFERS the WllileA M a  c.hCVtac.teA M a  fat mo�e di6 6ic.u1.;t to 
futing uM h. 

That's terrific. I don't know if you like that , but I do. I got pretty 
sick of myself in MONKEY GRIP. MONKEY GRIP'S my albatross . It's going to 
hang around my neck for the rest of my life. Not that I think it's bad, 
it's just that when I look at it now I can see its self indulgences, and 
I don't like very much the me that I see in the book. There's a lot of 
whingeing and taking myself seriously. I suppose most people feel like tha 
about their first book. So far there's nothing I feel embarrassed by in T 
CHILDREN'S BACH. There's a lot in the stories I feel embarrassed about. I 
think the quality of the stories is up and down too. I can see myself 
plastered all over that book , but because I've made certain technical 
advances my presence in the stories is not as crude as it was in MONKEY 
GRIP. I don't feel quite so much that the world revolves around me. I can 
see now that if I've felt something it's a safe bet that two or three 
million other women have felt the same thing. So I don't have to push 
myself into the foreground. It's been a great relief to get myself off 
centre stage. 

GDS: One .o:to�y wheAe you ' �e 0 6 6  c.e�e .otage in POSTCARDS M " Lillie 
Huen ' .o Sunday A6teAnoon". How do you 6 eef about that .oto�y? 

That's a total invention. It isn't me at all. A lot of people didn't like 
it. But a lot of others did like it ! 

GDS: It ' .6 mo�e �aditionaf. I c.oufdn ' t  und�tand why you ' d  do il when 
you weAe Wfl);(:,[ng mo�e inteAuting .oto�u. 

It's one of the few stories in the book that doesn't proceed out of some 
kind of painful situation of mine. The more painful a situation you're 
trying to work out, the more likely you are to get somewhere technical ly. 
There's no pressure in that story. The ones I like best in the collection 
are "The Dark , The Light" and "The Life of Art". Both began without my kno 
ing what they'd be like. I had to thrash my way to the other bank without 
knowing how to swim. 
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Wha,t :te.c.hn,lc.a.l a.dva.nc.Ui helped ljOU :to ge.:t tjOU!v., elo 066  c..e.n;(Jr,e. -0.tage.? 

- :hink that THE CHILDREN'S BACH is a big advance on MONKEY GRIP. Thou5h 
- ere's no "I" character in there, a lot of what happens has happened to 

. or to people close to me . Before THE CHILDREN'S BACH I always had an 
e to grind, but with this book I wanted to write about some sisters who 
·e some kind of upheaval and can survive it, maybe; I wanted there to be 
extra reason the wife couldn't just leave . I put that little boy in 

ere with something wrong with him so that she'd have a double responsib
_ __ :y. I wanted there to be once again that character Philip who always 

- to surface when I write . 

He. ' -0 :the. -0arne. pell..6on? 

he's an archetype I suppose by now . He's very talented, charming, 
lly a musician or an artistic figure of some kind, who is morally 

� letely slippery . You can't depend on him . I don't know what he's doing 
==e but he keeps surfacing. And every time I have an urge to call him 
. - · p .  

during the four years between HONOUR AND OTHER PEOPLE'S CHILDREN and 
HILDREN'S BACH I kept a notebook. I blindly took notes . I didn ' t  know 

: it was for or what I was going to do with it . Then when I got a grant 
_ -�o · out the notebooks and typed them up . It was completely random note 

I had no characters in mind . I noticed there were themes running 
the notes that I didn't know were there when I was taking them . It 
six months to work out what I was going to do with it . When I workoo 
characters I realised the notes might apply to situations these 

_ _  cters could be put in . What I'm saying is I didn't know I was working 
in fact I was working . I had to nut out ways to stitch them together . 

So whe.n ljOU ' 11.e. wtr,,lt,i,ng a. -0:tO/tlj 011. nov et, ljOU ba.-0,lc..a,U,y Woltk. oil.am no;tu,, 

-;-, 't understand how anyone can work without keeping notes . By notes' I 
- :hings like: what the light looks like at a certain time of day, or 
: :he swimming pool looks like when the sun goes down or the tone of 

� =e somebody uses to their child . So I had all these observations in notes 
= typed them up on separate pieces of paper and filed them into five 

:-:ons, each a different character . The notes were very rough but I could 
shape emerging . 

, ha.;t wtvi;te/1..6 ha.v e. IJ ou a.dm,l/te.d? 

ff the top of my head I'm pretty keen on Raymond Carver at the moment. 
· e Virginia Woolf . People always expect you to say that but it's still 
. �olstoi, Chekhov, Katherine Mansfield, Christina Stead, David Malouf, 

-ery O'Connor . 

ho wou1Ii you -0a.1J we.11.e. IJOU/t -in6fue.nc..u, ?  

don't know how influences work . I think they work unconsciously most 
- e time . I think men tend to see themselves as writers and behave as 

. s  much earlier than women do . I found from my experience as a judge 
_ :  e Vogel prize that when they put the age up from 30 to 35 that a 

of women's entries came in . Men seem to stick their necks out at a 
earlier age and they make more blatant use of other writers . So it 

: _  be easier to ask a male writer that question because he could think 
a.nd say, "Yeah, when I was seventeen I was trying to copy Hemingway or 

: _. e  Kerouac", whereas I just read a lot, not thinking that I was train
- ·self to be a writer . Until quite recently I didn't look for guidance 
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because my reasons for doing things was personal. I was writing to try to 
work out why something was wrong or why it was causing me pain. I once 
showed a friend a story I'd written which went mushy at the end. He said ,  
"Why don't you read a bit of Chekhov, or Turgenev , and see how they d o  it'? 
It never occurred to me that you could do that , go to a writer with a 
technical problem. That was a moment of enlightenment for me. So now I'd 
look at someone like Carver, because Carver's technique is right up front , 
but I wouldn't have it there beside me as I wrote ; I wouldn't be saying, 
"How does he do that? " It would be a more spiritual thing. 

GDS : A Wft.)_;t,eJt .oud l.lhe. 6ound �ng an eJtotic_ e.xpe1tie.nc_e. , She. ,5a,,i_d .ohe. 
had an o�gMm wfule. �ng. 

I wish I could. I write with a pencil. I get a lot of pleasure from it and 
I like to doodle. I can't understand how anyone could write straight onto 
a typewriter. I like sharpening a pencil. That's why I use a pencil. It's 
something to do while you wonder why it went mushy at the end. I don't 
find writing erotic though. It's work. I'll do anything rather than start. 
But when I did start THE CHILDREN'S BACH I found that I couldn't wait to 
get down there inthe morning to see what would happen next. For instance 
didn't know that Dexter was going to fuck with the teenage girl. That 
emerged on the paper. That was the most enj oyable writing. I bawled and 
cried. Usually if I start to cry I think, ah , I've hit a nerve here. 

GDS : Vo you think. o 6 youM e.£6 as a woman Wft.)_;t,eJt o� M a Wft.)_;t,eJt ? 

I don't want to be a woman writer. Obviously I am, because my whole sens
ibility has been formed by my experience, which is a woman's. I suppose 
what I mean is I don't want to call myself a feminist writer. I may have 
axe to grind in my personal life, but I don't want that to be central to 
my writing. 

GDS : Some. Wft.)_;t,eJt,5 hav e. l.lugg e..ote.d that wome.n in g e.neJtal Wtt.)_;t,e,. mo�e. cJ..e.aJc.1-�, 
and l.lubtiy about l.loual �e.lation.o hipl.l. Vo you think. thi.6 ,i.,,6 a 
d,i.,,6;U_nc_;U_v e. 6 e.atMe. 0 6  Wome.n 1 .6 �ng ? 

That's what I feel most comfortable with. Women have always been good at 
writing novels. People say that novels are about social relationships and 
that's why women are good at them. They have an enormous amount of time to 
observe - well, certain kinds of women do (as soon as I make statements 
they begin to sound hollow) . I spend a lot of time sitting around watching 
people and listening to them interact. 

GDS : At the. e.nd O 6 the. .otO�lj "U6 e. 0 6 Mt" , Me. ljOU indic.aung that 
theJte. ' .6 no poMib,ll,i;ty 0 6  .oat,i.,,6 6ac.to�y �e.lation.ohip.6 be.twe.e.n 
6 e.min,i.,,6t wome.n and me.n? 

It's necessary to separate me from the "I" character because I don't want 
that to be my final statement about relationships between women and men. 
think that's a very sad story . It's a statement about what women have to 
do to to become artists in this society. They have to deny themselves 
certain comforts that they could have if they were prepared to compromise 
themselves. Another type of this sort of woman is Elizabeth in THE CHILD
REN'S BACH , although she's quite unsympathetically drawn. She's part of 
myself, and I recognise that disillusioned and withdrawn person. It's part 
of the experience of the seventies - if you pushed yourself past certain 
expectations you came up against brick walls. Feminism made a lot of thing 
possible for me, but now I feel it as a leg-rope. Any ideology that's gain 
to tell you what you can write or think, even if its basis is benevolent, 
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_ e�omes a straitjacket. You have to wave your arms around to be an artist. 
:: took me a long time to realise I was allowed to write a woman character 
: �t wasn't fully endorsed by me. Once when I was reading to a university 
-�-ience one woman said she isn't interested in men characters in fiction. 

� �ade these incredibly crashing statements. I used to be like that; for 
-�rs I was out to kill. That sort of attitude is either someone who's 
_ ittered and dropped their bundle or they're young and in the first flush 

= :eminism when they've been handed the key to understanding their own 
=:- stration. But you nut that out and move on to the next stage. 

· Vo you do many dttaf:u on you.Jt wonk? 

o a paragraph at a time, and I don't usually go on to the next paragraph 
- :il I've got that one as right as I can get it. This is before I've typed 
-_-hing. Then whenever I have what looks like a paragraph, I type it up 

put it aside. To do three or four pages in a day would be a lot for me. 
- -ight only do two paragraphs a day . When I get a run on, stuff comes out 

surprises me. I don't work more than four hours a day. David Malouf 
that very early on in the piece he writes one paragraph that has the 
right, the tone he wants to have in the whole book. He keeps that aside 
sort of tuning fork, and if he thinks his tone has changed he'll go 
and check it against the paragraph. The tone seems to me the most 

_ �ial thing. The tone is an echo of what your motives are for writing it. 
::  _.·ou' re getting revenge on someone, or hating yourself too much it shows 

the tone. 

So cud you ne-Wlvi.;te you.Jt �;totu.,e,o non .the eoilec_;U_on? 

- :�ied to, but I couldn't, because they proceeded from a part of my life 
t is now like a foreign country to me. So I just had to let them go, and 

- � t  was a relief. It's a relief to know you can let something go. Jessica 
��=ord wrote a book called POISON PENMANSHIP where she gives advice to 
�..:.-ers. She said one piece of advice someone had given her was "Murder your 
_r:ings". You know, if you think you've written something gorgeous it's 
_. ost certainly there for the wrong reasons. I've found it to be true that 
-= :  u have a little treasure there and you nerve yourself to throw it. out, 

_ find that what was around it springs into a completely different 
You murder your darlings and it ' s  like sweeping the stage 
the darlingness of the darling that was preventing the whole 

\Wrking. 

A.s you ' v e  gone a£ong you.Jt nie,;U_on hM beeome �honteJL, � .tha..t . . • 

tional? Yeah, I'm trying to disappear. I like short things. I like to 
,,· much power you can get into so few words. + was knocked out when I 

--:ed to read Raymond Carver, to see the effects you can get from so few 
_ _._s ,  I've always felt like that about poetry anyway. Poetry's mysterious 

don't know how it's done. 

So you .think you ' il �.tay wi.th .the �hont �.tony? 

: _on't think so. I'll do more short stories though, because they're the 
:t fun to write. I like what Carver says about the short story: Get in, 

-et out, don't linger. The shortness of the story imposes a lot of 
_ _ strictions on you and you have to fight your way out in a short time. I 
- : nk that's quite stimulating. You don't have to take a big moral stance in 

:hort story. A novel's like a marriage. It's got to make sense and it's got 
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to be balanced. You put bits of yourself into a power struggle with each 
other. But you don't have to do that in a short story. In another way the 
story has to be perfectly balanced too , but you don't have to spend so 
much time doing it. I'd love to write another novel some time. I want to 
write something about me and my father next , but I don't know what form to 
do it in. I'm going to have to invent one for myself, without being realist 
or sentimental. I'm not ready to do it yet. 

GDS : Vo youJL n1U.,encl6 mind appe,atung in youJL wonk?  

No. Well , I've lost a few, but most of them don't. I've had phonecalls fro 
friends who'd never normally read a book saying , "Thanks for preserving a 
part of my life". I don't like to do it now, though, and when I think of 
THE CHILDREN'S BACH I think of the characters as part of myself. I do 
keep a huge diary. I've been doing that since I was a kid. For example I 
always write down my dreams because it's good practice to try to get down 
on paper that weird feeling there is in a dream. I used to use my diaries 
for writing. MONKEY GRIP is from diaries. It's been a kind of practice 
book too. I write down sections of dialogue just to get good at remembering 
turns of speech. I write down accounts of incidents in an impersonal way, 
not to relieve my feelings but to practice on the raw material of the day. 

GDS : In  youJL wonk a1.i a judg e non the Vog e£ comp�on, how do you 
futingUA./2h between good and not 1.:,0 good �ng ? 

Oh hell. It has a lot to do with whether the person enjoys doing it, I 
reckon . A lot of writing betrays no pleasure in the use of language. I find 
that tedious to look at. Tone is connected with this, and it's the hardest 
thing to get right. I reckon any subject matter will do. Good writing 
doesn't have a lot to do with the ideas that are in it . 

GDS: Some wou_f_d put Pe;ten Caney in the compantment o n  thoM_ Wtu.teM who 
ane wonking o n n  idea.1.i, but you 'd  be 1.:, een a1.i wonking o £ n  languag e. 

In interviews you can see the ideas come first for Peter Carey. I work quit 
the other way round. I haven't got any ideas you see. In fact the older I 
get the fewer ideas I have. No idea that I can ever think up can carry the 
weight of detail , and the detail's what <I'm interested in. The detail is 
more important than the idea for me. A lot of people who interview me have 
the impression that I write a book because I have an idea I want to express 
It's difficult to talk to people like that. For example they think that 
THE CHILDREN'S BACH is a book about the treatment of handicapped children 
in our society. But that boy is there for structural reasons , and because 
I'm interested in the fact that he's got perfect pitch. He can communicate 
only through music, and it interests me that there could be such a person. 

GDS: I n  youJL wonk On the UtenatuJLe Bo and have you n ound that thene I I.:, a 
leaning touxui.cl6 tnaditio naf kincl6 o 6 �ng ? 

We get very few big manuscripts written in an adventurous way. You know, 
using language or syntax in new ways, like Ania Walwicz does. I've often 
wondered about that, about whether it's not sustainable , or there aren't 
the people around who can sustain it. Who are the novelists you think are 
adventurous? 

GDS: Colin Tafbot ' 1.:,  MASS I VE ROAV TRAUMA ii.:, one. 

Colin's been badly mishandled. His second book, SWEETHEARTS, went down 
without a trace. I'm interested in that. Another person who's trying to do 
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things is Gerard Lee, and his books have never been properly marketed. 
_·:id Malouf has a theory about this. He thinks that books are marketed 

�nimaginative ways in Australia. In America there's a strand of writing 
- t's popular and quite original, such as Tom Robbins' work . It's writing 
- �t's quirky. In Australia, the writing ' s  there, but the publishers don't 

-...- how to market it so that those people who'd like it know it exists. 
- -: don't know how to present it to the world. When I read SWEETHEARTS 

aughed and laughed , and I remember it got one review. The headline was 
_:bat's triumph of wit and style". Nothing else was heard of it. 
-tralia's a funny place isn't it. 

So do you tJun.k_ Ge.1taJ1.d Le.e. and Colin T afbo;t Me. .o,im-U.alt in the. tAnlJ 
;the.y �e.? 

- .ink they both have a naive quality. And if you' re an Australian man 
- re not allowed to be like that. Perhaps they're not very masculine as 

- � :ers , and that's why people don't understand them. They have a light 
- __ h, and I don ' t  mean an intellectual light touch, I mean an emotional 

-; .t touch. Maybe people expect something else from men. I reckon it'd 
_ -errible to be a man in Australia. You have to be so silent. 

lvte. ljOU &in.ding d din oic.u.lt ;to make. a living a.o a �eA ,{,VI. 

AU.6tltalia? 

n't think any writers in Australia are going to have problems with 
:=� ence. I've made some money out of film scripts . I started doing it 
_ _  ·se I needed the money, then I found I was comfortable with the whole 
_ g ,  which surprised me. I learned when they looked at what I'd written 

: ;au need to put down a lot less dialogue than you'd think. The less 
- _ better. You tend to forget how mudl work the visual images are doing in 

·ie. Once you twig that, it's a breeze. I think anyone who's watched 
_es all their lives knows the language instinctively and so as a writer 

_ should be able to do scripts. The collaborative process of making a 
·. ·as terrifiying at first because I thought it was going to show up all 

eaknesses. But I worked with two very experienced and diplomatic women. 
- - ,·ery challenging when someone suggests changes, and if you can accept 

: sort of challenge it pushes you further. The film's called TWO FRIENDS 
:t should be shown on television sometime in August this year. 

And you don ' ;t ;think you 'd a;t;te.mp;t ;to �e. poe.tlty? 

d poetry so powerful I can't bear to read it sometimes . I have to shut 
ook. I find Shakespeare too powerful to bear. 

4av e. you Jtead Pe.n.guin. '.o n.e.w AU.6tfta,,e_,i_an. anthology, OFF THE RECORD? 

_ · ought it but haven't read it yet. I'm a big fan of IT. O. 

interview conducted in 
Carlton by Kevin Brophy 
Myron Lysenko & Nolan 
Tyrrell, January 1986. 
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G ET D R U N K  

( after Baudelaire ) 

We should always be  drunk ! 

We need to be  drunk ! 

We are failing if we are not so  drunk 

kevin br ophy 

We can lose the five days between a weekend.  

We  must be so  drunk we  forget 

the limited number of b eer  gardens,  

the limited number of beds and women and men 

the limited number of hangovers 

there will be  for each of us in one lifetime.  

We  must get drunk without tiring,  

but drunk on what? 

On beer,  

on footb all,  

on music,  

on virtue and courage,  

on poetry,  

on what you please,  

as long as you're there with me, 

in the ditch,  

outside the palace,  

belly up, 

with the stars in our eyes, 

at the end of everything,  

wondering what time it is.  

And  the  trams,  

the smoke,  

the trucks 

and the clocks 

wi 11 tell us what time it is.  

It's time to get drunk ! 



KEEPERS  OF THE BALM 

In the rainbow glow of a tv 

she shows me she has a rash 

in the crook of her elbow . 

I show her I have a painful 

on the joint of one finger . 

We look for reasons 

because we are, after all, 

reasonable creatures . 

screen 

lump 

I say strange things are happening . 

And I hear a sigh in our backyard . 

There's nothing in our backyard . 

But the last of the sun 

does flick light 

onto two daffodils, 

sitting ducks out there . 

We watch a tv film of rubber faced 

American priests who are Keepers of the Balm 

and I imagine ceremonies where they must oil 

their hairless faces 

with this wonderful balm . 

Gorillas ride horses through 

like a horde of Ho Chi Minhs, 

ruthless in their pursuit of 

And when they do 

I discover it is 
* 

0 We sold our Bomb, 

uncover the 

The Bomb . 

after painting over its rust 

(we're artists) 

this 

the 

Balm 

and now we spend whole evenings 

developing friendships 

film 

Balm . 

kevin brophy 
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THREE 

6 0  

with people who still own Bombs, 

j ust in case. 

The painful lump on my finger 

still grows, her rash 

still burns, and I suspect 

the backyard. 

Suddenly my world is flattened out 

to her in blue and yellow 

framed in an open doorway j ammed 

with garden green, plum blossoms, and two daffodils. 

She says, there's something 

in our backyard. 

We investigate, me in slippers and dressing gown 

(I'm a writer) 

and her in sculptor's blue and yellow, 

and my fears are confirmed : There's a Bomb 

in our backyard. 
* 

Though this Bomb takes up half our yard 

and its rust flakes spot 

our washing on the line, 

we learn to live with it, 

and we even raise children near it, 

though last week I caught one of the little buggers 

bouncing on its old vinyl seat, 

and it was a delicate operation 

extracting him before he fell in his joy 

on the firing pin 

somewhere on the panel of the Bomb. 

And now , though the barbie I built 

doesn't quite obscure it, 

and though it sighs sometimes in the spring, 

really we live with it without too much strain 

and we accept the lumps and rashes, and 



the awkward path to the outside toilet, 

and over the years we've come to realise 

that nearly everyone has a Bomb 

secreted in their backyards, 

and when they sigh, 

we call the breezes balmy, 

and somehow, they help 

to keep the peace around here. 

* 

WHY WHY AND WHY 

kevin brophy 

Why do police choose blue? 

Why are two eyes the same colour? 

Why do souvlakis travel only by taxi? 

Why can't a royal wave stop the tide? 

Why don't souvlakis drive Volkswagons? 

Why does a dog choose a telephone pole? 

Why don't roast chickens fly into my mouth? 

Why don't souvlakis choose telephone poles? 

Why do my toe nails grow when my ears don't? 

Why don't Volkswagons join gherkins in jars? 

Why am I not as magnificent as I think I am? 

Why don't wealthy people die of embarrassment? 

Why hasn't anyone weighed and measured a thought? 

Why don't we split our sides laughing every morning? 

And why isn't there an answer to every question? 
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HARMLESS  GOSS I P  

Mornin' 
Mornin' 
What a rage we had all drinking and smoking 
And she was sitting in the corner all alone 
They didn't know what she was doing 
Climbing up the wall like that. 
Real dumb one blonde hair 
Would've looked good 
In a summer scene at Arles 
Evening's breath like an Eliot rhythm 
Sunflowers tugging impatiently at her dress. 

Did ya hear about her? 
Striding down the street like that 
Who does she think she is? 
And her dreams were of a Paris Spring 
An artist's touch that would blanket the cold 
Sheltering in a crystal palace 
Far above the looks and stares. 

You're joking aren't you 
After all this time just leading him on 
What a shame for him 
Never did like her 
Except in the morning sometimes 

sera peter.: 

The sun would transform her hair into unspoken poetry 
The down on her cheek was like splinters of gold 
And dark pools glittered where her eyes had been. 

At the pub walks in like a Goddamned Empress 
Expects us all to look did of course 
Thinks she's special but you know it's nothing new 
She's nobody special 
Unless a part of you never shown 
And a fear never conquered 
A painting never started and a song never sung. 

Yeah pregnant I heard throwing up in the toilets 
Poor kid nobody to blame except herself 
After all she knew what she was doing 
In the empty house 
Secrets behind locked doors 
Tiny unknown pains pushed far away 
With no one to tell and none to tell. 



H I P PY MOV I E S S E EM TO ALWAYS 

MA KE M E  CRY 

for john denver 

at 2 . 05 am the late, late lots of beach scenes 

surfboard heads buried in the sand hard rock 

c.. marshmallow politics the ugly cop comes up 

:queaky clean when the kids expose a real con 

a small dose of drugs an aspiring failing 

-=ailed folk-rock singer & the animus woman 

londe longhaired with a head band & a hand-bag 

i'ull of motherly advice for the aspiring failing 

£ailed folk-rock singer who can't cope with her 

�os he's going through a terrible battle with the results 

f a  car accident a terminal disease alcoholism drugs 

�r being an aspiring failing failed folk-rock singer 

�n the break the ad says everyday 10 australians decide 

-ife isn't worth living 
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I[ JL, 

A FTER 

j enny boult 

This dialogue occurs in a non-realistic 

space. the voice descr�bect in the text 

as b. is a chorus of voices. rather 

than assign actors to each separate 

part of the role, it is left to the 

director's discretion on the break-up 

of voice b. 

while writing this, i was constantly 

aware of three separate voices speak

ing the same words. a chorus. 

i imagine a presentation that depends 

heavily on soundscape & lighting. 



i confess. 

i went there. you told me not to. 

you couldn't stop me. it was one of those things 

compulsion. 

head between my legs. hands on my hair. 

a monument to bleak despair. 

(laughter) 

you admit it. 

you went there. 

you went into the secret place. 

we warned you. 

danger we told you. but you didn't listen. 

you don't like listening, do you? 

the only one who can help you now is yourself. 

life's tough. it's a hard world. got to take 

what you can get. 

(laughter) 

i confess. 

you don't have to talk to me in cliches. 

you don't have to talk to me at all. 

your hollow voices. 

you followed me. you followed me. 

it was you i heard whispering in the tunnels. 

got to take what you can get? 

i heard you 

you do admit then that you went into the 

danger zone? 

you went into danger. 

we were there to protect you. 
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a. 

b. 

a. 

b. 

6 6  

to protect me? crap. 

you were there to gloat. 

you sneered & smirked in the shadows. 

i felt you there. i heard you. 

what's the point of lying to me 

who doesn't care what you think. 

who only wants to be left alone 

who only went because she knew that it was the 

entrance to the desert and she wanted her time 

to come. 

i walked out into the danger zone. 

after i had read the signs. 

you could have warned me . 

there was nothing to stop you. 

you talk about yourself in the third person. 

already you have removed yourself from the 

experience. that has always been your trouble. 

you take yourself so seriously. 

you'd like to believe that the whole world takes 

you as seriously as you take yourself. 

what is, is. 

there is nothing you can do about it. 

accept. accept. 

the walls here are thick. 

who do you think is going to hear what happens 

in here? 

you admit then, that you do have something to hide. 

you admit that you are keeping me prisoner. 

(laughter) 

you are free to go. 

all you have to do is find the door. 



. (contd) we admit nothing. 

why should we? 

you went into the danger zone. 

you told no one where you were going. 

you were aware of the risks. 

since childhood you have learned the procedure. 

we make nothing idly. 

you cannot expect us to be aware of your 
whereabouts unless you observe the procedure. 

you knew that. 

you were taught the signs. 

we do not understand how such willfullness went 

unchecked. 

we would like to know why you went of your own 

accord. 

i have already answered your question. 

it was compulsion. 

we are not magicians. 

(laughter) 

we guide you & we follow your progress. 

but you went into the danger zone secretly. 

you knew that when your time came the signs would 

be there to guide you. 

you were warned not to look for the secret place. 

you were told that when you were ready for the 

journey, the way would be made clear. 

you have so little faith. 

compulsion you say. 

compulsion caused you to break the pattern that 

has taken hundreds of generations to create. 
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b. (contd) 

a. 

b. 

a. 

b. 

a. 

b. 

6 8  

it is not oµr task to admit anything. 

it is your duty to explain. 

i confess. 

i broke the pattern. 

deliberately, after i saw the breakdown of order 

& the random beauty of chaos. 

you are right. 

i confess. 

my action was irresponsible & anti-social. 

i confess 

i do not apologise. 

i am at fault. 

i am willing to bear the consequences. 

you have no choice. 

you must bear the consequences. 

there is no question of inheritance. 

we are all responsible for our own actions. 

you're talking to me in cliches & platitudes again . 

your oratory is tedious. 

(laughter) 

& you are guilty. 

you admit it. 

you went into the danger zone. 

you sought the secret place 

knowing that it was forbidden you. 

you offer compulsion as your only excuse. 

but 1 came back from the secret place. 

because you were brought back. 



i learned the mysteries. 

the secrets were revealed to me. 

what you have learned & what you have seen is 

useless to you. you do not know anything. 

you have neither the experience, not the strength 

to live with what you know. 

you have seen, but you have not understood. 

you saw danger & you welcomed it. 

you were afraid, but you continued to take risks. 

that is not bravery, that is stupidity 

you deserved a senseless & painful death alone. 

in the wasteland. 

i have been in the wasteland. 

i have been in the secret place. 

i have seen it all. 

i returned. 

can't you hear me? 

it's you who has no understanding. 

you're hearing me with earmuffs on. 

& what are you? 

the moon wearing a nightgown? 

i am the voice of youth . . .  

(laughter) 

do go on 

I am the unquenchable spirit . . .  

more. more. 

(laughter) 

yes. yes. go on. 
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b. (contd) 

a. 

b. 

a .  

b .  

a. 

you are the voice of this and the spirit of that 

i wanted to know . . .  

you were impatient. 

you risked your life and your sanity. 

you went where it was forbidden to go. 

you went out of idle curiosity . 

no more than that. 

i came back though. 

i went through the danger zone. 

i went to the secret place. 

i mis-read the signs. 

i wanted it to be my time. 

i did not want to wait. 

why should there be one time? 

why not anytime? 

you said that it meant death. 

i live. 

you lied. 

we brought you back. 

see yourself as we see you. 

insignificant . stupid .  

a small soul staggering in the danger zone 

we permitted you to try. 

we brought you here. 

we expended your existence 

we did this for you 

& you accuse us. 

you said i couldn't go there 

& live. 



we said that if you went there 

you would not return 

you followed me 

we were with you there. 

we are with you now. 

i did not die. 

you lied. 

there was no truth in your teaching. 

ego is no use to you now. 

look around you. 

identify the place. 

identify us. 
identify yourself. 

you allowed me to think 

i believe myself to be 

in a room 

in the palace 

at the outskirts of the 

on the eastern border 

that 

city 

you are the secret sect 

revealed in the secret place 

i had returned. 

you are the voices of my tradition, my upbringing 

& my instruction 

you are the law-makers & i revere you 

gullible one. 

how strange she is. 

a moment ago she was calling us liars. 

now she reveres us. 
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a .  

b. 

a. 

b .  

a .  

b. 

a. 

b. 

a. 
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you said that if i went 

there could be no return 

there could be no return 

(laughter) 

do you think she understands now? 

why is it that they are so slow? 

where have your brought me? 

you ought to know. 

didn't you say that you had been to the secret 

place? 

that you had unlocked the mysteries? 

that you knew? 

who is the liar now? 

there could be no return 

but this is a palace 

this is a soundproof gazebo 

you went into the wasteland 

you went into the danger zone 

we do not lie 

you allowed me to believe . . .  

we allowed you every freedom 

all you had to do was 

make the right choices 

i do not understand 



b. 

a. 

b. 

hwnility comes to you a little late. 

do you still not know where you are? 

i don't want to know 

it is too late for ignorance now 

there are no excuses 

once you had hope. but no longer 

once you were free to dream. but no longer. 

once you had the 

death. & that is 

this, my dear. 

is judgement. 

freedom to think about 

useless to you now. 

you have made your last appeal. 

life 

_J.x;UE AFTER DANGER was first performed at WORD OF MOUTH, Cathedral 

�:,  North Adelaide, October 10th, 1984 & at FRESH CUT, Experimental 

_ -oundation, Adelaide, October 18th, 1984. 

VOICE a. 

VOICE b. 

VIOLIN 

SAXOPHONE 

Fiona McHugh 

Julie Adams 

Michele Luke 

Jenny Boult 

Naomi Cain 

Deborah Maurer 
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MOTHE R AND  C H I L D  

"Mum, what happens when you die?" 

1 1You go to heaven. " 

"How do you go to heaven?" 

"Your spirit rises up through the clouds . "  

"Will I go to heaven mum?" 

"Well that depends . "  

"On what?" 

nadia co:::-

"On whether or not you stop bringing mud in the house, 

and start bringing in the washing and the ironing. " 

''Mum . '' 

"Yes. " 

"ls there any other place besides heaven?" 



anna bianke 

s glass-covered morning the blind man's wife waits at the top of the 

. �ast week he nearly took a tumble, over the side into the jaws of 

angry mufflers driven by young men in a hurry. The sun was in 

T suggest, "doesn't he walk next to the fence?" 

dog must go on the left: Fat black labrador pulling against the 

__ , _ _  of fat man dressed in black suit who managed once a motel and once 

life, and who must manage now not to fall over the cliff into 

-�--�-"-�'s headlines . 

is not well either. " says Mrs. S from the flat below. "Heart 

rk of illnesses binds the street together, Mrs. S can't read any 

ecause of the diabetes. Jane's little boy walks palely to school each 

recover from an asthma-filled night. Just like her mother, Mrs . 

..a,111..;.�- from number sixteen is going to have a hip operation. As I sketch 

uldered blouses, I wonder when my turn will come. 

-��eet is dying . It is littered already with the corpses of dead 

e�s taken by mustard gas and with the children of T. B. Leaves clog 

__  s and the wind blasts drafts around rug-wrapped knees. 
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Today though, it is still. The morning has caught its breath to wait a 

see what the blind man will do. With sharp pencils I stroke in the 

of women loosely supporting their clothes, and glance occasionally 

if his wife is still there. 

She is a grey lady with a chin that sprouts grey hairs, whose hands ha 

grasped all the fears of her man. Her fingers knot and twine those worr
as she talks. 

"He is such a big man, " she says. "And his steps are so tiny. " All the -

she looks down towards the supermarket so as not to miss him. 

'Wally' and 'Larry'. I don't know which is the dog, which the husband. 

"Larry's had trouble with his spine. He was so worried when Wally was s� 

Mrs. S goes out to offer a cup of tea, but the wife will not leave her 

On the page my designs float: Large shoulders tapering to thin skirts a 

legs which vanish into thin air. They are ethereal, my women, treading -

Through the open window I eavesdrop into old age. 

"He'd be angry if he knew I was here, " says the wife. "He values his 

independence more than anything. But I value him more than his independ 

Suddenly she moves forward and her hands drop their care and go out to\,·

him, him shuffling out of the supermarket below, unaware . "Oh the dear, · 

whispers. He turns into the chemist. 

"He has to have it just so, " she says. "The butter here and the 

He tells me not to put out the jam. But I like to have the jam. You 

And Mrs. S who does know, nods, although the wife doesn't look. 

Ga zing up at the nail-varnishes while Mr. Davis measures out white pills 

types a label, the man will relate corny jokes and talk of politics and 

past. Next door strangers checking out their biscuits and cereals will 

murmur to the girl at the till: "Isn ' t  he wonderful. What an inspiration . 
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.: lost all his confidence, " says the wife. "Since he nearly fell over 

-�ge. Cupboards, open spaces, anything but the door. Doesn't know his 

-.o;ne any more . " 

_ I will join them out there. Watch and wait for the man to return from 

J_'age, the battle, the hunt. Wait to see if we are widows, or if the 

No. I will leave them to their yellowing, falling leaves. 

oehind my glass, I will draw my plans on a desk which tilts up at the 

providence, " says Mrs. S, "that nothing serious has 

, I do, " replies the woman, "although I don't understand why it is 

_ :  is. " 

man and the fat lab emerge into the morning. Dark glasses would 

a·. ·ay what is left of the world - a dim white footpath, the darkness of 

his face is naked in the sun. He looks up - another man 

_ be blinded - and shambles, halftrustingly, towards the light, after 

- e steps slowly. Waiting at the top, his wife moves each pace with 

?ast the gap gaping over the embankment. Now he will be all right. 

- - 1y the women turn home. 
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A n othe r C ou n t r y 

geoff 

When I first met you I was afraid, all that greasy black hair and tha

rcsping voice, a deliberately aggravating presence pushing into my li�e 

through the front door: Sex. It seemed you were compensating for your 

foreignness, your emptiness by taking the life from others. Adding anot 

empty coat to the collection in your cupboard, a row of alien husks r. _ 

against each other weightless and dry. Your attempt to hand me up. The 

phone cord. The wire of the coathanger twisting my face into a grimace . 

In the moonlight your face had dark hollows filled with liquid where 

eyes should be, the shifting visitors in your face. In my windowless 

the walls contract in on us as we breathe in, we breathe out to 

each others' mouths . We settle in the others' chest look out on the s� 

view through different eyes . Always alone. 

Morning, the bedside table, focused. Waking from sleep, the soft tick 

clock in the cupboard where you hid it last night. Vision like a 

over the eyes, a memory of panic, crossing blindly on the red light, � 

ing through the streets desperate as a knife. My bed smells only of y 

if my own smell had been absorbed by your stronger presence, I am gre: 

under the eyes from nights of no sleep and the restless thrashing of � 

Midnight. 

You are full of it, the mist. It seeps from the ends of your sleeves _.· 

breathe it out little tendrils wisping around your small ears your eye: 

they are always full of it. The mist, driving in the mountains at 

the mist, your hand on my neck a comforting irritation, something to ' 

with. Staying in the old hotel, making a mockery of the single beds, 
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like drowning fish in the bath til the dissolving water leaves us 

pink in the overheated air. We have dinner in the formal dining 

elegant in our clumsiness with the choice of forks. Warding off the 

candelabra with dark glasses for our weak eyes. Snotnosed as 

we are drunken and offensive sending the waiter back a third time 

_ _  e which you throw at me. Walking back to the room through the cold 

�nds in pockets , deep in conversation with ourselves. We mark the 

the bedroom wall for a different entry , the endless strategies: 

_ �ng ourselves , each other. Later we lie apart in bed , frozen alone 

by logic by fear by our own breath ceaselessly shoving in and out. 

dangling in the void. 

and go from my life , a restless traveller. Arriving at unexpected 

the night , always unexpected , always alone. Pacing under street 

- �  oblivious to cold , the mist of your breath beating out a rhythm of 

� :on. Rising into the morning the view is a cracked window looking 

grey , distance is only ever physical. You are here behind the 

stranger from another country. A black rose blooming in whatever 
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rob finla; -

• 

Leaving here one cold, cold winter's night I saw a brilliant moon lying 

its back, resting on the buildings of the city, making them cuckolds �i

its horns. I wondered how one could be unfaithful to a city building. B 

decentralising? By taking a part-time job in the suburbs? Sounds silly. 

Maybe they were the horns of Isis, the goddess of the moon, and the bui: 

ings were become the new priestesses of the cult. What offering should = 

take the moon when its priestess is a glass tower? Carpet shampoo, wind

cleaner, the body of a fallen suicide? Perhaps it's just holding in the 

rain? It was probably right above the Weather Bureau building. I wonder 

which one is the Weather Bureau building? If I had known which it was i: 

might have made it all much clearer. Possibly, people were leaping fro� -

tops of those high buildings into the gondola of the moon, to sail 

the Earth on a pleasure cruise for a month, returning to their stretchec 

pier refreshed and elegantly pleased. Such a cruise would cost the eart_ 

suppose. But cruising the Venice of the sky! Inside the golden gondola 

all be laughing, in jewelled dresses and exotic clothes never seen on t�

Earth before. Moon wear. Very high fashion. Gently rocking we'd sail ou: 

for better views of the planets. And when we were in danger of taking i

for granted, the gondola hood would fold over, a full moon, and we'd be 

snug and warmed by the diffuse light, golden, all around us. I'm just a 

lotus-eater, just a hedonist. 
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leave because I was cold. I ' ve been cold before, but this time I 

to leave. There was no wood for the fireplaces and no gas for the 

_n the oven. I don 't  know where they went, they simply weren ' t  there 

should have been. Everybody else had left, too. I thought every

had left because there wasn ' t  any sound from their rooms. Maybe 

asleep. I could ' ve tried to sleep. It might ' ve been warmer in 

�-entually. I want a little boy to warm up the bed for me. Or a little 

fussy about sex, just warmth. But I ' d have to make my own 

them do that, because footloose infants are hard to come by 

is very protective. And rightly so. It ' s  a very 

I feel safe. I felt safe then, too. But feelings can 

,Tong. Like when you say you love someone. And you do for a whole 

then you don ' t. But it ' s  too late then because you ' ve 

of coffees and dinners and trips to the beach and sex under the 

a whole way of thinking about the past in terms of your feelings 

said ' forever ' and now says ' what?' .  And then you start thinking 

- the lines of your new feeling, saying ' what?' when a memory comes up. 

memory runs off in confusion and you ' re left without a past. Then 

to reconstruct. Like after a war. That ' s  when you realise the 

feelings: they change. That ' s  all: they change. 

_ ·alked towards the moon on the buildings, because it was beautiful and 

it was gold and looked warm. But it was up in the sky and I was 

the earth. I walked into the park, which was dark and cold. I 

_ ;e gone around the park, but I decided to walk through it instead. I 

I could hide in there. Maybe I ' d surprise a fairy party and 

;ically invited into a fairy tree for crumpets and tea in front of a 

I had on every piece of clothing I owned, almost. Any fairy 

I wasn ' t  human at all, but a big , fat bush humming its way 

- the park, or a wombat noctambulating. When you ' re so cold you know 

_ e  human, so it ' s  not so bad after all. Sometimes it ' s  good to feel 

other times it ' s  lousy. Then, I wasn 't  so sure what I felt. I 

cold was numbing me. For some reason I started to think about 

Because it was warm. Blood running down my legs. But then it 

: :old , then sticky, then hard. 
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In the park I couldn't see the moon. The only moons were the round one: 

the lights along the paths. They gave off a cold light 

the mist off the lake. I walked through it. I breathed it. I tried to 

it in my hands. But you can't hold mist, it's not in its nature. In the 

park I saw not one human being. I heard a lot of possums. They roar u 

the trees like people in pain, or sometimes like a calm chainsaw catch� 

on the wood _it's cutting. Being in the "park is like being in another K _ 

It's quiet, still, fresh, and unhurried. Strange that I describe anothe 

world with those words . They never describe my world. They sound. very 

human. Very human. But then, I'm human, so my words should sound human , 

too. My words are rush, tired, fretting, smoking, coffee, thinking. Th J 

human words. Everyone I know uses them, is them. In the country it's 

probably not like that at all. 

In the city I still can't see the moon. The boat's gone. There ar� so 

buildings here and only a few will let me in. Inside it is warm. When 

went to the city I looked for a building to let me in, a warm building. 

the ones that would have me also sold food and drink. The rest were all 

closed to me. If I went and sat in one without buying food or drink, 

probably ask me to leave, even if I told them about the wood and the 

But I had money so I went in . It was warm inside. And very bright. 

noisy. Even if there was no heating in the place it would still be 

because of so many people being in there. All the time we crush 

eating each other's breath and drinking each other's words, but only 

digesting the amount that a sparrow could eat. A sparrow is supposed 

its own bodyweight in food a day. Sparrows are the plebeians 

kingdom. Sparrows are gluttons. 

I sat there and thawed out through my several layers and peered at the 

swirls of froth in my coffee cup. Tiny clouds above a hot, brown land. 

Africa of a drink. When I lift the cup to my mouth the froth 

nose. Coffee-cloud on my peak. I leave it there and feel it 

clouds. Holding the cup to my cheek is better than wood being at home. 

thing warm up close is better than something hot at a distance. 

times it's best not to think too much. Sometimes it ' s  enough to 

bubbles in the froth, forget the total, and start again. 
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:hen Peter came into the building. It's sad , but all the males I know 

:�lled Peter. None call themselves Pete even. They all look different , 

re different , but are still named Peter . I don't know any of their 

they're all the same , too. Shoul d  I ask? All the females 

are called Katherine , or variations on the theme: Kate , Katie , Kath , 

even Kay. Or they spell it with a 'c'. Peter saw me and came over to 

:able and sat down . Peter looked warm , so I couldn't see the point in 

eing there. He said he'd just been to a film and wanted to have some 

e and see if any of his friends were around. And I was , just me , 

_ring above Africa , the golden moon hovering somewhere above everyone , 

: _  .. g for me , and me waiting for , waiting for 

_ told me about the film he'd seen and about his work and about some

else that I can't remember , then he asked me what I was doing about 

told him. About then I didn't care how cold it was outside , I 

. � to go. I had nothing else to say , and neither did he so we both 

d uncomfortably fiddled with our coffee cups. I decided then never to 

- one of these p laces ever again. 

- ally Peter said he had to go because he had to work tomorrow and 

I like a lift somewhere? 

�o the moon , I said. 

oooooooooooooooocccccccccccccccc 
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R EV I EW 

THE NUN WORE SUNGLASSES 

by Grant Caldwell 

Glandular Press 

Box 265 Wentworth Building 

Sydney University 2006 

1984 $ 5. 00 

SPITTING OUT SIXPENNY 

by Allan Eric Martin 

Abalone Press 

PO Box 517  

Cheltenhma Vic. 3192 

1984 $ 5. 00 

reviewed by robert ha 

Most reviews seem to boil down to passing judgement on the poem - "I li 

it", "I hated it", "I suppose they're all right - if you like that kind 

thing". Instead I think we would appreciate works more if we understooc 

why and how the poems came into existence. Time will be the measure of 5 
poems anyway. (Even in saying this though, I find myself making judgeme, 

on poems in Allan Eric Martin's and Grant Caldwell's books. There are s 

poems I really like and others I don't understand why they bothered to 

print. Here however, I won't be discussing these views of mine . )  

Criticism or Reviewing as an exercise in fault-finding seems to me to be 

involved in blindly groping in the dark to find an aesthetic. No one kn 

where or what this is exactly, but everyone keeps talking about it. Sue� 
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seems to have the motive of including and excluding certain pieces 

'right' culture. Because the 'right' culture shifts very 

that criticism which lends itself to fault-finding does 

sense of past and future and a dubious sense of pres�nt. 

_ e can include aesthetic development, intellectual development, 

-�tual development, the way of life of a people, period or group and 

_ :tic activity. These elements aren't necessarily separate but may 

this review, I will be concentrating on the artistic 

two authors and how that activity relates to the way of life 

and downtrodden. Doing this, you and I and Allan Eric Martin 

~rant Caldwell are considering parts of our culture. 

will be a consciously subj ective and limited account of our 

in that the sources for discussion are SPITTING OUT SIXPENNY, :. 

WORE SUNGLASSES, correspondence between myself and the authors 

ior this review's purpose) an undefined sense of selecting points for 

ssion. To write this then I wanted to know from the authors their 

_ :  backgrounds, politics, ambitions, reasons for writing and poetic 

Eric Martin describes his social background in the following way: 

The -6,(}(,,6t .6 e.ve.nte.e.n ye..a.M o-6 my li!)e. we.11.e. .6pe.nt in She.ppa!l..ton, a 

!)Mt g.twW-tng ag.tuc.u.Ltwr.al. c.e.Mlte. - the CeMJte. o-6 the. Gou.lbuJLn 

Va,l,f__e.y. Although I live.d in town, the. my and the. 1.>h,ur.e boundaJty 

maJtke.d OWL bac.k !)e.nc.e. line. and I .6pe.nt mo.6t o-6 tho1.>e. ye..a.M in 

01tc.ha!td.6 01t the. bU.6h. My 6athe.11. Wa.6 a woodc.utte.11. , a.6 WM hi!.> 

6 athe.11., and du.tung .6 c.ho ol b1te.ak.6 , wee.ke.nd-6 and day!.> wa.gg e.d, I 

wo1tke.d W-tth him in the bU.6h .6 plitting and loading !)ilte.wood oJt 

!)e.nc.e. po.6t.6. In Jte.t/to.6pe.c.t th0.6e. ye..a.M .6hou.ld have. be.e.n ve.11.y 

Jte.waJtding but the.y Welte. vac.ant day.6 c.e.MJte.d .6 ole.ly on ha!td wo1tk. 

The 1.>t.tuking Mpe.c.t o-6 that pe..tuod ii.> that although I 1.> pe.nt mo.6t 

06 my .6paJte. day.6 tltave.lling in tltuc.k-6 and wo1tking wilh my !)athe.11. 

the.11.e. wa.-6 a total. lac.k o-6 c.ommunic.atio n. I -6 we. tal.ke.d il wa.-6 in 

Jte.lation to the wo1tk to be. done.; dilte.c.tion-6 and c.omplianc.u , and 

ne.ilheJt o-6 U-6 gaine.d any unde.Jt.6tanding o-6 e.ac.h othe.11. a.6 individual-6 , 
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I;t WM a n--i.Jun nW1Vt and .60n JteilLuOn.6Mp, oJtdeJt and obe.cue.nc.e. . 

My motheJt WM the. dau.ghteJt on a dCUJty nMmeJt who made. mon.e.y 

.6u.bcuv,'-cun.g h,.i,6 fund and .6 e,,U,i,n.g a to the. HoU.6in.g CommiMion. . 

ha!td-n.0.6e.d En.gwhman., he. fuin.heltile.d my motheJt whe.n. .6he., at :

age. on .6e.ve.n.te.e.n., moved in.to a te.n.t by the. Goul.bu.1tn. RiveJt wu:.J: 

natheJt. The. .6p,i;ttln.g image. on S,(_/t He.my Bolte., he. cue.d wt yc.,i 

whe.n. he. uupe.d out h,.i,6 n.e.w MeJtc.e.de.-6 and, me..Uowe.d by old age., .t 

my motheJt a .6ize.able. .own, in. �u..ot .6u  my riatheJt c.an.n.ot tou.c.h il.. 

I .6 e.e. my motheJt '.6 in.he.Juta.n.c.e. M a 1te.wa1td no1t a tin e:U..tne. on ha .. 

wo1tk and pe.1t.6on.al .6aWnic.e.. Moving n1tom an. annfue.n.t bac.kg1tou.,-:.:i 

.6he. le.d a typic.al battie1t 1 .6 tine. in. a bU.6hman. ' .6  .6hac.k, .6avin.g 

e.veJty .6 Mlun.g no.ft hoU.6e.hold imp1tove.me.n.t.6. 1 have. a.£wa.y.6 be.e.n. 

Mtou.n.de.d by the. love. .6he. hold-6 no1t my natheJt. 

In this statement we can see revealed Allan Eric Martin's growing up 

two sets of values, rural bourgeois and rural poor confounded by livin� 

on the boundary of town and country. It is this conflict which I would 

argue is the motivation and substance of much of his writing. 

While Allan Eric Martin's writings express the ambivalence of his real 

experience, Grant Caldwell's writing seems to be more the expression oi 

conflict between the real and the ideal world. Grant 

his social background with unrevealing succinctness, "mixed but mainly 

in working class/middle class environments", but he states his politica 

beliefs to be: 
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1 'm a n.atu.Jtawt, an. ide.awt, 1 be.ue.ve. theJte. ,i,,6 ui.t,i_mate.ly 1: .. 

n.e.e.d no1t poutic.-6 L e.. goveJtn.me.n.t, but while. we. 1te.main. in. ttu,!i 

nan:tMtic. and immatu.Jte. .6tage. on uviwation. a ,i,,6 n.e.c.e..6.6a1ty 

( aUho u.g h ill e.w te.n.c. e. c.o nt!tibute.-6 to ill n.e.c. e..6.6 dy) e.-6 p e.� 

to 1te.d!te..6.6 the. appalun.g in.e.qu.auty on we.aUh and tivin.g c.on. . ..  

1 be.ue.ve. Ma!tx WM e..6.6e.n.tiaUy �ht in. h,.i,6 p!te.cuc.ilon.6. The. l•. 

,i,,6 he.acun.g toVXVI.d-6 a u.n.,i,ve.Jt.6al p!tope.Jtty - how Mon. th,.i,6 go..ede.1. 

age. e.volve.-6 ,i,,6 de.pe.n.de.n.t upon. the. g1towth on the. in.cuvidu.al, a,· 

th,.i,6 ,i,,6 de.pe.n.de.n.t to a g1te.at de.g1te.e. on. !teal e.du.c.ation nou.n.de.d 

n.atu.Jtal kn.owle.dg e.. 



- Caldwell's poems pick away at the discrepancies he sees between real 

and his conception of the golden age. This idea of search for a 

shown in "Dream of a Train Driver": 

sinking into the greatest mother 

searching for their larger place in the Scheme, the sky. 

: Caldwell is not just an idealist. His poetry, as criticism of 

__  ::, doesn't espouse ideals. What is present more often is the darker 

f society and the suggestion, the shadow of the poem, that things 

: the way they should be. In "Old": 

some of them read 

or bomb out on downers 

or just stare at their stained walls 

like they're waiting for an answer to appear 

and perhaps it does. 

_ _  "The Girl on the Corner": 

The girl on the corner knows more than the street 

Her face is like a letterbox. 

tivation for the stance in his poems is apparently from his idealist 

ective. This is evidenced too by the lack of solutions. The problems 

. _ised aplenty. If there is a solution it is, in reading between the 

- ·  to escape with drugs or to live on the fringe of society keeping it 

s length and so under some control. 

� poems are peopled by cops, pensioners, prostitutes, suicides, the 

dustmen, pinstripe-suited men, aborigines, drug takers, old people, 

observers. No middle class Australia exists here except in the 

or fleeting sense as in "Another Lounge Room": 

Outside in the street 

real prostitutes argue to keep warm. 

1p1-...;._.- Eric Martin's poems are peopled by Mum, Dad, you, I, soldiers and 

=ew others. Allan Eric Martin's poems are more confessional 

-..i�-�-phies although only a few of them relate directly to his own life. 

er it be Allan Eric Martin's life, someone else's life or an 
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imaginary life, these poems focus bitterly on poverty and the working 

class. For example, in "A Cardboard Box Funeral", Dad "emblazoned 

Vincent" and the other brothers divide up the possessions of the dead 

brother: 

one for his St. Christopher 

the other for his pants, 

leaving dad his hat . 

He packed the lot 

in a cardboard box 

and burnt it. 

And in "Conception": 

father all you did for me 

was to get drunk, come home late 

and screw my mother. 

Allan Eric Martin has written: 

Sinc.e. the. a.g e. a n  -6 e.v en.teen, w.-i.;th the. e.xc.e.ptio n a 6 -6 e.v e.n ma nth� 

the. age. on .twenty one., I have. be.en impwone.d 6otr.. atr..me.d tr..obbv-_ 

on n e.nc.u . BMic.a,U,y I took money be.c.a.u..6e. I didn't like. bung p 

Oh.. be.c.a.u.-6 e. ante.tr.. a line.time. 0 1)  hatr..d wotr..k a,U_ my nathe.tr.. ac.hie.v� 

WM ill heal;th. 

When Allan Eric Martin writes of poverty and the working class we are 

immersed in its pathos whereas Grant Caldwell describes it and lashes ·· 

for allowing it to happen. 

If this was all both books were about they would be very bleak books. 

Through the sorrow there is a nostalgic warmth in many of Allan Eric 

Martin's poems as in "Spitting Out Sixpenny", where the family at 

Christmas: 

sat around the table talking two decades 

of life and death. 

The healing of old wounds is present in the childhood poems 

ones of manhood. The book is divided roughly into these two categories . 

If the redemption in life is through nostalgia with Allan Eric Martin, 
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Caldwell it is in the hope of a better future. There is something of 

of this in my reading of "A Ripple on the Water (Ulah) ". I 

understand the poem but it seems to speak of a spirit of a 

-�ere a better life is. 

ec both poets why and how they wrote. Allan Eric Martin told me: 

BMic.citty I Wlu.;te, bec.au1.i e poe;tJty ,u., .the one aA.t 6Mm I have been 

a.bie .to tL6 e 1.iu.c.c.e/2J.i6u.£,ty .to examine my own 11..e.1.i en..tmen..tJ.i, e.mo.tio nJ.i 

and ou.ilook. on li6e .  Ac..tu.citty I @u.id mu.c.h p11..eoe11. .to punt bu..t I 

do not have .the handJ.i . It hM been 1.iu.gge.1.i.ted .that �ng hM 

htlped me uc.ape, 011..om my c.onoine.men.t. O.oc.M Wilde Wfl..o.te " I11..on 

ba.'1...6 and 1.i.tone wa.iJ./2 do not a pwon mak.e . " The line/2 Me in 

6ac..t e,x;tJc,e,me,,f.y 1.iu.pe11.6iuai. The11.e ,u., no devic.e - dll..e,aming 06 

uc.ape, ac.ade.mic. dedic.a.tion, homo1.iexu.ali.ty 011.. even inJ.i�onai

iza.tion - .that 11..e.move/2 you. e.mo.:U..oncitty 611..om ;th,u., phy1.iic.ai 

env,{,11..onmen.t.  I 6 you.11.. body ,u., bound .60 ,u., you.11.. mind bec.auJ.i e d 

c.anno.t gun .the 1.iame ex.te11.nai 1.i.timu.itL6 d dou when one waik.J.i 

611..etly . r 6 .the11.e WM no o.the/1. woll..id ou..tJ.iide, .the wa.iJ./2 ,  in r (,(,\'.l,6 

bo11..n in a c.ag e, .then I m,i_g h.t be able .to e/2 c.a.pe .the no.:U..o n .that I 

am not 611..ee . Bu..t no ma.t.te/1. how Oil.. at what ,f_e,v tl r involve my.6 tlo, 

.the 6ac..t .that I am in µwon ,u., at .the c.en.tfl..e oil.. on .the 

pe,'1..,{,phe11.y o 6 any .thou.g h.t 011.. e,mo.:U..o n .that I may expe,'1..,{,e,nc.e. 

this statement which I think confirms my earlier point that Allan 

�rtin writes to resolve the conflict that he was born into. Prison 

_··en him the opportunity and time to express that conflict through 

If he had never been in a prison perhaps it would have been 

-:. some other medium . 

_ -aldwell describes his need to write in the following way: 

:Jfl..a,{,ng ,u., a c.ompu.l.oion, a 1.iic.k.ne/2.6 - eve11.yone ,u., 1.iic.k., bu..t .the 

.�e11./ a.11..ti.6.t ,u., able .to expll..e/2.o ;th,u., 1.iic.k.ne/2.0 and .the11.eo 011..e ,u., 

t�v tly we,U. I de6ine 1.iic.k.ne.1.i1.i he11.e M a.ny dev�o n ofl..om .the 

idea.ii ba.func.e/ ha.11..mo ny .the hu.ma.n bung ,u., u.iumattly ( a.nd 

oc.c.Mioncitty) c.apable 06 . Mo.o.t people' J.i 1.iic.k.ne.1.i.o ,u., ma.Mo u.ted in 

ptr.eju.dic.e 06 whlc.h .they Me tL6u.Cllty u.na«wz.e a.nd .the11.e6011..e 11..Mtly 

c.o n011..o n.t, J.i o d 11..e.munJ.i • ThM 1.iic.k.ne.1.i1.i .the Wfl..de11. expll..e/2.6 e/2 ,u., 

wo .the 1.iic.k.ne.1.iJ.i o0 .the env,{,11..onmen.t ( whe.the/1. loc.ai 011.. u.MveMa.i) 
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he_/.1.:ihe, uveo wdhln/ obJ.i eJLveo; and ,L6 an atiemp.t to oJtdeJL the, 

u.nba£anc.e,d 1.iouety ob1.i e1Lved, to e,xp!LeoJ.i il in w c.i.e,a.Jteot -Ug 

oft a.nti-,ught . Thu.1.i I be,ue,ve, the, pe!L6on who exMtl.i wilhln a. _ 

<Lnv..ur..onment ,L6 1.iic.k. rwn/he!L6 a6 by hnpuc.a.tion, u.ni.e1.:i1.i they 

tfLC,i_nJ.ic.end il d(,(_fL,i_ng the, a.c.t 06 �ng; the, Ch!L,L6t oft Buddha. -

t!La.n1.i c.e,nd il c.o n1.ita.nil.y. 

I don't W/vUe, to exp!LUJ.i an opinion, though the/Le, may well be. 

opinion1.i in my �ng . WJtil,i,ng/NLt Me pMt 06 the, 6w JtemaJ..i 

MeM 06 woJtk. wheJLe, a. pe!L6on hM to:tai., c.ont!Lo.t oveJL ma.nu.6a.c.tu.-:. 

c.Jte.,a;ti,o n. I like, to W/vUe, to e,xp.toJte, thll.:i 6Jteedom. I W/vUe, 6 -

weli-nu.Jttu.fLe,d ha.bil, a. weli-nu.Jttu.fLed c.ompu.ll.iion; but il M o>· - _ 

when tw c.ompu.ll.iio n/ ha.bil ,L6 g e,nu.,i,ne, that the, woJtk. M '!Le.al '  

e6 6 e,c.tiv e,/ fLea.ul.:i e,d. I Jte,ga.Jtd myl.i a6 a.1.i a. v e,61.) a that 6il.tl.i u.p 

,L6 emptied . 

This statement too shows writing to be the product of a conflict, the 

described earlier in this essay as the attempt to resolve the disparit 

between reality and Grant Caldwell's perceived ideal world. 

I have quoted both poets at length here because they are clear and se f 

revealing philosophies. In terms of technique each book displays litt 

variety. This statement is not meant as a complaint. The poems produc 

in each book obviously reflect each poet's idea that the line is the 

essential thing in the poem and its occurrence in the writing process 

dictates the poem. Both place much emphasis on clarity and content . 

Allan Eric Martin has mentioned to me that he is conscious, when using 

metaphor or an image to "attempt to turn the poem back upon itself in 

closing couplets . .  ". An example of this is in "Going to the Show on 

Ladies Day" wh�re the poem opens with Mum knitting matching jumpers fo_ 

husband and son in preparation for the Show. At the Show it is Dad and 

son who go off and have a good time leaving Mum: 

under the Gentlemen Only stand, 

picking up dropped stitches, 

working off an old pattern 

for a new jumper. 

Both poets use this technique. The image or metaphor that does turn ba

upon itself is usually by way of ironic comment. 
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identifiable technique is in rhythm breaks. Read Grant Caldwell's 

: Song", for example: 

can ' t  afford to be sick 

life was meant to be hard 

swimming upstream 

or standing cold and lonely on the brink 

bronchitic claustrophobic paranoiac suicidal 

tension-sprung insomniacal 

eye-strained 

down at heeled 

-: quoted at random on this to give something of the effect. The 

read, to observe the breath spaces on each line, the 

the blues. In other poems the rhythms are plugging into another 

is a music on a number of themes of which I have isolated here 

this review achieved? It has quoted the poets and failed to 

any of their other ideas and poems as well as the short stories 

_ strations also in the books. To some extent it is a promotion of 

oks to help make them known. In addition it has aimed to highlight 

�g of our way of life as it has emerged by way of these new books. 

�ighlighted the concerns of some of our lives and the manner in 

· · .ese concerns are expres sed. 

ut to you these considerations ,  I hope you will read SPITTING OUT 

and THE NUN WORE SUNGLASSES. 
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REV I EW 

THE BEAT 

by Simon Payne 

GMP Publishers Ltd 

PO Box 247 

London NlS  6RW 

1985  Aus $ 1 0 . 95 

reviewed by kevin 

THE BEAT is a novel of moral outrage. It is a social document detailir. 

culture and life of a minority group. It is a series of portraits 

strung together, centring round an incident in a public toilet: A 

young Australian out for a night's poofter bashing finds himself surr 

when he chases his quarry into a toilet block -
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Figures moved in the shadows. Kevin could hear them breathing , 

watching. He stood stock still. Vague shapes began to loom up 

around him, timid and inquiring, like jungle apes investigat

ing a strange object suddenly in their midst. 

"Shit, how many of you bastards are there?" And he lashed 

out towards the amorphous shapes. There was a thud. He had 

made contact. A figure stumbled back i» the darkness. Then 

new figures moved in. 

He felt hands reach out to touch him. He swung around. A 

solid figure blocked the door. 

"You fucking poofter!" he screamed. 

Suddenly the silence was broken by the crack of an arm acre 
h i s  face . 



gay men knew each other, and none would recognise the others, 

h of them realises they are victims who have finally struck back. 

·el spends a chapter with each of these characters, giving us some 

- into their individual lives, and their reactions to the bashing 

toilet. The novel is 'realistic' in style and is careful to present 

- .an idealised homosexual men. Each has his problems and none of them 

by the bashing, in contrast to the mainstream Rambo/Back To 

myth that a few good punches in the right place can make the 

� better place. Though the book is generated by a social outrage 

t strident and allows its characters to carry its energy. Each 

_:er is set according to a formula, such as the randy phys. ed. 

Prissie the tatty transexual, and this isn't necessarily a 

it's just a certain approach. Its  limitation is that the portrait 

e quick and can't be dwelt on too long or it will become exhausted. 

= T is a  book that can be read for several different reasons. It's 

ortant book because very little fiction deals with these subjects 

inside in such a fair and sympahtetic way. I t's as brave in its 

perhaps, was Arthur Miller's novel FOCUS which revealed pre-war 

_2a to be as guilty of institutionalised anti-Semitism as were the 

r s. THE BEAT, hopefully will help to bring down one of Australia's 

:t institutions. 
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REVI EW 

BAD REVIEWS 

by Leigh Stokes 

Rathole Press 

PO Box 1,  East Wollongong 2500 

1983 $4. 00 

(available at COLLECTED WORKS BOOKSHOP 321a Smith St. Fitz. 

reviewed by robert ha 

This book contains a great deal of wit and much intelligence on writing 

and reading. In this review I want to describe to you some aspects of Le 

Stokes' writing and finally to argue with him about his motivations for 

writing. 

BAD REVIEWS is not a conventional book. It is not paginated, it does no· 

have a contents page, yet has a series of writings with titles, it has � 

greater range of writing techniques than you'd normally find in a 

conventional book and it carries on a continuous dialogue on what the 

writing and reading is doing. Leigh Stokes begins the book with a revie

justifying the kind of writing in it by saying that writing that double: 

as commentary of itself is not original having been used by numerous ot� 

but, "The effectiveness of the device rests, of course, on its context . 

Has Stokes used it with a fresh edge that bares new insight into the 

underlying concerns of the work?" I won't be concerned in this revie 

about identifying "new insights", but rather carrying on the dialogue t:
Leigh Stokes is in turn also doing. I want to isolate three concerns amc 

the many present in BAD REVIEWS - the tradition of writing, techniques � 
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and the social purpose of art. 

defines the problem of trying to create new writing out of a 

the following way: 

You are deliberately misled. Long ago, before this begins, 

there are other writers who organise things in particular 

ways. These Organisations live on, even if the authors are 

murdered. Today's writers 'live under their shadow'. Our 

motive for the protagonist's will to transcend the Organ 

isation is in everything as strong as the Fates in Greek 

tragedy (was then) . (from "Technique") *2 

reader learns this between a description of an incident of drinking 

. The effect is to give an impression of the present moment in time, 

argument is emphasising how writing can never be the present 

it can never catch the present moment because it is using a 

��age rooted in the past. So this is one problem for the modern writer, 

-o transcend the dictates of the past? And this is not to even 

- ider the lack of instantaneousness of the written medium. Included in 

- problem is an attitude that the past is simply an encumbrance, "Sure, 

- good to / know where you come from. The past. A bit of what's gone / 

our time frame. " From Leigh Stokes' writing it can be inferred 

: there are two types of writers - firstly the writers who write in 

the past and so repeat the past, secondly those who are trying 

of the existential moment by unburdening themselves of out-moded 

sluggish perceptions of the modern condition and rejecting history in 

To my mind there is a third category of writer however. This 

aware of the existential moment in an historical 

:ext. Or at least attempts to be aware of this process. I will come 

to this later in the review. 

�l find a wealth of writing techniques in this book. There are all 

s of punctuation and word location devices but you can check these 

;ourself. I want to describe some of the other kinds of techniques 

come across. As part of the self critical dialogue the writing 

becomes a 'living' entity. "As long as you keep wanting to read 

~ , m happy. " (from "The Beat") .  Have you ever heard of a text self-
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consciously aware of its identity? Well this one is. In "Abuse of the 

Comic" basically you have a relatively standard narrative of the Phanto 

and Diana but it concludes: 

"Diana! " Yes, Phantom. "But whyT 1
• The text stifled my 

development. You say what you like. They told me you'd 

drop me for a model if I stepped out of line. I became 

one of them. "I understand Diana. " 

Here is the text chastising itself for writing in conventional mode. The 

text is wanting to confront problems of writing rather than problems of 

living. The act of writing itself is seen as the theoretical object. 

Another technique is to tell the reader how to read. "The remainder of • 

book is better. Indeed, skip the book up to here. " (from the third "A 

Review continues") .  So much for the convention of reading from left to 
*3 right, front to back. 

Then another technique spells out the narrator as God, who converts a 

grandfather into a mountain range: 

"You don't care about me 

and it shows. " No, I don't care about you. If I'm no good at 

writing (and I don't think you're much of a mountain range 

it's not my attitude to you or anything out there. You are 

a pretext and most effects I aim to create are internal to the 

writing. "But surely . . .  " I  can be quite unfair. 

This tends to dispel the illusion that we accept in most texts of the 
*4 author as God. This writing makes you more aware of the power that ot: 

texts take as their natural right. Leigh Stokes' text, in making the 

reader aware of that power, is attempting to dispel it. Part of the 

nonsense of turning the grandfather into the mountain range is to make 

nonsense of this narrative power. A similar kind of debunking goes on ir. 

"The Mansion". It begins with a story of Louis XIV starting the day: 1 1
\\-: 

a drag. A whole day to fill with narrative. Description no better. 1 1
*5 

But what is the point of all this debunking of conventional techniques? 

text is aware of this problem. In the first "A Bad Review continues" it 

tells us: 
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Talent and 

flair may be no less plentiful today than ever, but they 

seem to be involved in a kind of showmanship rather than 

seeking to establish something substantial and of lasting 

worth. 

all that Leigh Stokes is attempting then - showmanship - a play of 

for entertainment? This leads us into one of the questions raised in 

Stokes' book. That is, what is the social purpose of art? 

debating this question with the dialogue in the book I want to step 

to the author. I wrote to him to find out a bit more about his 

The. poutic..o ,60!1. wluc.h I have. an i�ve., pa..6}.iioncde. c.ommd:me.n,t. 

M niluLu.iuc. ( bux de.mocJtatic.± )  • . . I n e.ei. Mo,f,a,te.d btj mtJ 

poutic..o, mo}.iiltj iM.eJW.c.ting w.uh otheN.:i M individua.lo 11.atheJt 

than me.mbeN.:i o-6 mtJ c.ommuMttj . 

'!'iting: 

TheJte. M no c.ompul.oion to �e., noJt a gu,i_ding vMion o-6 g11.and 

pUltpM e. .  Public.man UkU a. me.an}.) on  fu}.i e.minaung mtj woJtk.. That 

M a,U,. A Wfl..il.eJt }., e.e./z.}., a. 11.e.a.d eN.:i hlp . I didn ' t -6 e.e.1. that BAV 

REVIEWS wou.1.d nil.l a.ntJ c.on}.ip,i,c.uoM gap in AMtlta.lian publlihlng 

WJz_,i_,u_ng c.an ha.v e. poweJt a.nd puJtpo}.i e. w.uhln a. c.u.1.tuJte. gaivan,i_}., e.d btj 

p11.e.-e.wung goa.lo a.nd c.ommonltj-peJtc.uve.d opp1te.Mion . The. while. 

AMtlLai,i_an ' c.ommuMttj ' M c.ompfuc.e.n,t. and atomM e.d . WheJte. theJte. M 

no uJtg e.nc.tj, theJte. M no de.mand -6 011. po WtJ and pltM e. ,6ic.uo n btj a 

ma..6}., 11.e.adeN.:i hlp . The. be.}.it Wll..il.,i_ng c.an do in AMtlLai,i_a todatJ M 

de.light and a.mMe. book.woJtm}.i w.uh ,6011.mai v,i_Jz_;tuMiltJ . S;t,{_ll, 

pltoviding e,n,t.e}t;ta,i_nme.n,t. M not a ba..o e. a,i_m , It '}.)  ge.tung moJte. 

impolttan,t. 

.::ilture: 

AMt/ta.uan}.i Me. me.mbeN.:i on a naJtJtoWltj-de.,6ine.d c.u.1.tU/te.. We. }.i;tatj 

toge.theJt ,6011. e.c.onomic. 11.e.a..oon}.i . Ec.onom,i,e.}.i o-6 }.ic.aie. ac.cJtue. to pe.ople. 

in c.lM e. p1toxJ.miltj who }.ipe.uaiMe. thUJt fubouJt }., k,ilu . OuJt }.i ha/te.d 

be.lie.,6}.i a11.e. none. otheJt than the. e.thlc..o btj whlc.h we. c.o nduc.t ouJt 

e.c.onomic. 11.e.lauovi.6 . . •  A c.u.Uu!te. M a.loo a }.i e.i,,6 -peJtpe.tuating 
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1.itJta.,Ltjac.ke;t, 1.i.tomping on de,v�on 6nom .the, nonm, e,nJ.iU/L,tng 

c.o n6 onmily . 

The philosophy expressed here is key to the realisation of ideas in BAD 

REVIEWS on the social purpose of art . In these statements the writer is 

seen as a passive member of society, the writing is intended to be 

passive and the society has only a utilitarian purpose . It is this kind 

of belief that causes Leigh Stokes to write in BAD REVIEWS : 

Stokes is writing in a vacuum . He has an interest in relating 

but no ability to critically relate, his work to a literary 

tradition . Stokes shys from the term 'poetry' . . .  

He has . .  no ability to . . .  relate . . .  his work to contemporary 

society . Sure, the vacuum is imperfect . Stokes me,ntionJ.i social 

issues . How can he help it, using words and hardly being an 

exponent of Barthes' 'white writing' (from "A Bad Review" 

This is an expression of an alienated intellect, one that is cut off 

from a sense of purpose and meaning , the product of a society over

specialised to the point where its members become commodities, and the 

functions of living are lost in a specificity of task . 

Within this lost empire the writer has some right to state, "Sometimes l 

feel I would like to write more politically - direct politics . But I'm 

aware of the traps of moralism and whenever I have written politically, 

so far, the work has been clumsy, awkward . "  (from the third "A Bad Revi 

continues") . The alienated intellect is only a cipher for the platitude: 

of its culture, although intuitively it realises the inadequacy of its 

condition . 

There is even cynicism about a change from alienation or attempts to 

overcome it : "Beyond rej ection of this text lay a renewed vociferousnes: 

of social purpose . "  (from the first "A Bad Review continues") . *6 In 

probably the most direct attempt in this book to confront a social issue 

Leigh Stokes writes, "All poetry can do is give emotional backing, a 

plausible rationalisation, for people who stand to gain from a change ih 

government policy or social attitudes advocated by the poem . How to put 

this poetically?" (from "Fancy") . Ironically this poem is about how the 

manufacture of paper is killing our ecology . The over-riding message 
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:: ough is how inadequate art is to change the death that this civilisation 

_5 creating for itself. There is a pessimism that perhaps it is impossible 

- express 'poetically' the living of today. It is on this issue that I 

::::.nd I want to argue with BAD REVIEWS. 

�ile this book has in many ways rejected the traditional craft methods of 

_ iting, there has been an attempt to create new craft methods, but at the 

ense of a sensibility that engages with the social forces that have 

-��sed our alienated being. This book does not kowtow to convention, but 

- does not join in with the human struggle to affirm our social objectives . 

REVIEWS is an act of rebellion, a very necessary one, but one that in 

- e final analysis is reactionary rather than creative. 

- ·ould not like to end on this note. It would only lead to dismissing a 

cessary and intelligent book. In my estimation this book raises 

writing in an accessible and new and entertaining way. BAD 

- ·IEWS speaks of issues that need speaking about. It is at the head of 

- .e field in terms of trying to come to grips with living in twentieth 

;�tury Australia. It is this first intuitive rebellion that is the 

writing that engages not only the problems of writing, but in 

dition the oppression in society. This is the third category of writer 

spoke of earlier: the one who relates the existential moment to 

story. 
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